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U Thant's dictated account of his meeting with Ambassador
- Zakharov on 2k July 1970

2k July 1970

S E C R E T

The situation in the Middle East

Ambassador Zakharov of the USSR saw me today and informed me that

his government had replied to the latest United States proposal when

Ambassador Dobrynin met Secretary of State Rogers yesterday in Washington.

The Soviet reply was transmitted orally and Zakharov was instructed by his

Government to inform me also orally. The gist of the reply is as follows.

The Soviet Government believes that a political settlement of the

Middle East problem is still possible. The Soviet Government reiterates its

support of the Jarring Mission and it is clear from the various Soviet

proposals presented to the three other permanent members in the past. The

Soviet Government is in favour of a cease-fire for a limited period, as

accepted by U.A.R. and presumably by Jordan, provided that Israel also

undertakes to observe the limited cease-fire. One important factor for the

reactivation of the Jarring Mission is the announcement by both sides their

readiness to implement unequivocally the SECCO resolution 242 in all its

provisions. The guidelines on the main issues of the settlement must be:

1) Israel's withdrawal from all occupied territories (secure and recognized

boundaries on the lines which existed before June 196?); 2) establishment of

a just and lasting peace..' The two aspects are interrelated.

The Soviet proposals made on 2 June 1970 at the meeting of the big four

in New York as well as to the United States Government separately had reaffirmed

the interrelated character of these two aspects.

The latest proposal of the Soviet Union is in full accord with the SECCO

resolution 242 and the Soviet Government is still awaiting the United States reply.

When Jarring Mission is reactivated the 4 big powers should be more active

with a view to formulating agreed recommendations to help Ambassador Jarring. The

Soviet Government will promote this line of action.

After Ambassador Zakharov had briefed me orally he handed over to me the

following text: (see attached).



1. I have been instructed to bring to your knowledge theYstatement

made on July 23 by the USSR Ambassador in Washington to Secretary of

State of the USA Rogers.

2. In view of the positive attitude of the UAR and, apparently, Jordan,

towards the early renewal of Ambassador Jarring mission would not it be

advisable that you instruct Ambassador Jarring to leave for the Middle East

and to establish there preliminary contacts with the sides in conflict for

the resumption of his mission that can be done, of course, only in

case of the positive reply from Israel as well.



T>

United States Secretary of State, William Rogers, met the Press after meeting

with the S-G today.

He said he had had a very useful meeting with the S-G, his Under-Secretary

and Mr. Jarring and other members of his staff. He said they had discussed the

situation following the acceptance of the US initiative and what steps might be

taken in the future. He was very pleased that the US initiative had been accepted

by the UAR, Jordan and Israel. He had presented the exact US proposals which had

"been accepted by the Parties. He hoped that in the days ahead, there would be

quiet diplomacy and that the parties would discuss the situation in a conciliatory

and constructive manner.

There xsiwould obviously be difficulties in the days ahead but a first step

had been taken which provided some hope. It was now time for the parties to

concentrate on quiet diplomacy and to seriously and quietly discuss the situation.

As a useful first step in terms of this need of a quiet ti±sg diplomacy, this was all

he himself would say nothing further today.

He was asked how close the situation was to a cease-fire, and he said this

matter had been discussed. Asked if the cease-fire should apply to both the Israeli-

Jordan and Israeli-Egyptian fronts, he said the US proposal was that fighting should

stop and talking should begin and he hoped this applied to all sectors.

Asked how the cease-fire was to be supervised, he said that was a detail which

should be the subject of quiet diplomacy.

He added to a question, which the writer of the notes did not completely hear

but appeared to apply to the question of supervision of the cease-fire, that he had

had no differences at all with the S-G and Mr. Jarring.

Asked where would be the place for Mr. Jarring to conduct his diplomacy, he said

that is up to Mr. Jarring and is a part of the diplomacies in the day ahead under

Mr. Jarring's auspices and in terms of the SC resolution.



The United jso?ab Republic (Jordan) and Israel advise

-me th'att they agree.j.

{A) that having accepted and indicated their willingness

to carry out Sesolution 242 in all its parts, they will

designate representatives to discussions to be held under

my axispices, according to such procedure and at such

places and'times as I may recommend, taking into account

as appropriate each side'3 preference as to method of pro-

Gddure and previous experienca between the parties.

(B) that the purpose of the aforementioned discussions is

to reach agreement on the establishment of a just and lasting

peace between them based on (1) mutual acknowledgment by the

United &rab Republic (Jordan) and Israel of each othar's

sovereigntyf territorial integrity and political independence,

and (2) Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied in

the 1967 conflict, both in accordance with Resolution 242.

{C) that, to facilitate nty task of prontoting agreement as

set forth in Resolution 242, the parties will strictly

observe, effective July l_at least until October 1, the

ceasefire resolutions of the Security Council.



13 Janvier 1970

1°» Hature du re element.

Le r4glement doit porter sur toutes les dispo-

sitions do la resolution 2i|2 et presenter un caraetere global

et indivisible, Aucune de ses parties ne poiarra Itra miae

en, oevivre sans que les autres 10 soient ^galeissnt. Ertfln,

le r^glemant doit ooncerner tous les pays directement

resses.

du

Le reglement devrait r 4 suiter d*un accord au»

quel les parties s!efforceraient d'aboutir par l*entreirdse

de M. JARRIHG. Get accord couvrirait les modalites d* appli-

cation concretes detous les points de la resolution* II se

pr^senterait sous la forme d*un ou plusie-urs documents dont

1* adoption ia^pliqueralt des engagements de caraetdre difini-

tif ayant force obligatoire et assortis des garanties appro-

prides des p&ys tiers*

3° " RQtrait et

STous reeonnaissons tous le princsipe de 1* inad-

missibilit6 de 1' acquisition de territoire par la force* II

s*ensuit logiquement que les forces isralliennes doivent,

sous reserve des rectifications pr£vues ci-apr&s, ae retirer

de toua les territoires occupes en Juin 196? jusqu1^ des

fronti^res sures ct reeonnues dont la trae3 ferait partie

integrante de I1 accord entre les parties.



2 *

* Rectifications'*
entre les parties, ces reetlfieations

seraient mineures et permettraient de suppr liner les anoma*

lies de nature 4 entraver les communications terrestres

interieures ou la surve Illanoe normale de la frontiers ,

Cette coneeption restrletiva r6pond au souei de ne pas

porter attaints au princIpe de I*lnadmlasl<blllt6 de l*&c-

quisition de terrltoir© par 1© force.

d4ml 11 feari gi e g »

Gas aones poiirraient ^tre ^ta"blles da part ©t

d'autre de la. frontlere, compte tenu de 1* Importance rela-

tive des terrltoires nationaux. L* accord It Intervenlr
]

entre les parties contiendralt des dispositions permettszit

d( assurer de mani^re durable la demilitarisation de

a - Paix 5^3Bte et durable ,

Lea engagements de paix devraient avoir un

^. la fois r^olproque et irrevocable. Us vise-

ralent & 6ta'blir entre les parties tin £ta.t de pals definitlf

escclu&nt tout aete ou uienaee incompatible avao cet

Us auralent un caraotere irrevocable dsa le d&p6t de

eord aux Nations Unies et entreraient en vlgueur i une date

& convenir*



Las re'ftigie'g de 19ij.8 doivent pouvoir ehoistr

libreroant entre le rapatriement en Israel et la ^installa-

tion avee compensation dans d*autres pays, eoaformement au

paragraphs 11 de la resolution 194 de l*Assesibl6e generals.

L1 accord entre les parties d^te^minerait des proc4dui*es et

des conditions mutuellement accept able s. Des programmes

annuels seraient itablis par un© coisanission sp^eiale

par le Gosiaeil de

80 » i)lbeyt4 de navigation*

"Le princips de la libert& dt navigation

les navires de tons les pays, y compris Israel, a* applique

pour la Jordanie au Golfe d*Akaba et, en outre, poiir la

B»A*U. au eanal de Bnez et au Detroit ds Tiran.

9** •» Da?Mt de ohaque Etat 4 l^esclstence et
la

L*a0oord entre les parties devrait disposer

qiae sMque Stat de la region a le droit de vivre en paisc

& I*int4rieur de frontldres siares et reconnues, 4 l*abri

de toiate menace ou acte de force. Gette formula viendrait

compl&ter cells qui figure au titre des engagements de pa is:

elle se r^f^rerait explicitement ausc dispositions de la

resolution 2\\Z ainsi qu*l. eelles de la Charte,/.



Note for the File

Toward the end of his talk with the Secretary-General on the morning

of 22 January 1970, Ambassador Tekoah stated that he had instructions to

make some clarifications about Israel*s position with regard to the efforts

of the Four Powers and the Israeli position on the Jarring mission. Israel,

he said, along with the other parties, had been consulted when the November

1967 resolution of the Security Council (2lf-2) was being formulated. After

the adoption of that resolution Israel accepted the Jarring mission on the

condition that it would be in accordance with the mandate defined for it

in Security Council resolution 242. That mandate for the Representative of

the Secretary-General was to promote agreement among the parties on the

issues listed in the resolution. The resolution, however, only listed the

issues and did not deal with the substance of the issues or prejudiced

their solution in any way.

If now, however, the Four Powers should reach agreement on what are

being referred to as "guidelines" and that these "guidelines" should touch

upon the substance of such issues as boundaries, refugees, withdrawal, etc.,

and these should be transmitted to Jarring for his use, the situation would

be materially different. Israel's "acceptance" of the Jarring mission would

then lapse and his further efforts would be "paralyzed".

When asked if he had informed any or all of the Four Powers of the

Israeli position, Ambassador Tekoah said that the United States had been

advised to this effect.

22 January 1970



Wotes of meeting in the Secretary-General s office on
23 January 1970 at 5:00 p.m.

Present: The Secretary-General
Ambassador Yost
Ambassador Buffum
Halph J. Bunche

Ambassador 3fost stated that he had come to brief the Secretary-

General on the meeting of the Four Powers on 23 January. The meeting, he

said, had not been "particularly productive". There had been two meetings

of the Deputies this week prior to the Four Power meeting but the United

States and other members of the group had received no instructions on

the points reported by the Deputies.

The British and the French, Ambassador Yost said, were pressing for

the group to start "drafting". The United States position on this was

that the US had been drafting all along and had, in fact, produced and

presented to the group a full paper but this had elicited no helpful

response. Mr. Yost explained that the United States felt that it had

gone very far toward meeting other views and especially so on the question

of boundaries. But the United States also felt that there had been no

comparable movement on the part of the USSR to meet the Israeli position,

which the US supported, on spelling out commitments to peace and on the

procedure of negotiation. The United States was no longer insisting on

the employment of the phrase "Rhodes formula" but thought that something

along this line expressed in other words would be necessary. The Israelis,

he added, attached great significance to face to face negotiations at some

stage. For them this is a vital psychological and emotional factor. Gromyko

had accepted the "Rhodes formula" at one time but now the USSR rejects it.

Mr. Yost repeated that the United States no longer insists on the use of

the specific phrase but there must be, he said, some formula and assurance

of some direct negotiations at s_omeb< stage. It is not true, he added, as the

USSR states, that the United States (or the Israelis) insist on direct talks
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from the "beginning.

Mr. Yost reported that the meeting had lasted for 2 1/2 hours.

The next meeting has "been set for Monday, 2 February.

Ambassador Yost commented that there was more agreement on

specific points in the meetings of the Deputies than in the meetings

at top level, particularly "by the Russians on the French paper. At

today1 s meeting, Mr. Malik stated that the Russians could accept "80$>"

of the French paper.

Mr. Yost noted that the Jordanian reaction to the United States paper

is "favourable". They have said that they consider it to be "a reasonable

basis on which to start negotiations".

Y



S E C R E T

2 February 1970

The situation in the Middle East

Ambassador Berard of France saw me today and reported to me on the

proceedings of the Big Four meeting which took place at his residence this

morning. He said that no new proposals or ideas were advanced by the other

three but he tried to elaborate on the French proposal on the following lines:

1. Peace arrangements can be handled in the following manner: The

four permanen t members first agree on the text of the peace agreement which

will be transmitted to the Secretary-General who, in turn, will transmit it

to Ambassador Jarring. On receipt of this text, Ambassador Jarring will go

to the three capitals to receive the reaction of the three Governments involved.

If the text is agreed to by the parties, it will be presented to the Security

Council for ratification and formal signatures of the parties can be appended

to the text.

2. Once the peace agreement is signed, Israel must start withdrawing

from occupied territories. The United Nations peacekeeping force will then

move into the areas withdrawn from by Israel.

3> Once the process of Israeli withdrawal is completed, the Arab countries

will declare that the frontiers are recognized and secure. Such declarations

will be tantamount to their giving assurance that they will not permit any Arab

guerilla activities across the frontiers. This last point is intended to

satisfy the U.S. proposal that the Arab Governments give definite assurances

to control guerilla activity against Israel.

Ambassador Berard explained to me that this is the gist of the elaboration

of the French proposal. The Soviet delegate seems to favour this line of action

but he would wish to await instructions from Moscow before any official reaction. The

tVo other delegates also said that they would seek instructions.

The next meeting of the Big Four is scheduled for 12 February 1970 at 10.00 a.m.

at the Soviet Mission.



Notes of meeting held in the Secretary-General's office on
6 February 1970 at ̂ :30 p.m.

Present: Secretary-General
Ambassador Yost
Ambassador Buffum
Balph J. Bunche

Ambassador Yost said that he had promised to inform the Secretary-

General on the substance of the recent exchange of letters between

Mr. Nixon and Mr. Kosygin on the Middle East. Kosygin, he said, was

primarily complaining about Israeli behaviour and United States support

of that behaviour. He referred to Israeli raids on towns and villages,

bombings in the interior of the UAR, destruction of buildings and

installations, etc. The Israelis, according to the Russians, proceed

on the assumption that the United States will continue to uphold them

no matter what they may do. The Russians feel that no Four Power agree-

ment could be achieved on such a basis. This could serve only to under-

mine the resolutions with the resultant danger of escalating the war and

widening the conflict. Kosygin sees the main threat coming if Israel

continues its bombingr activities which will then make it mandatory to

bring a halt to the action of the aggressor. The key question for the

Russians is the urgent necessity for immediate withdrawal of Israeli

forces. This is the only way to return peace to the area.

Ambassador Yost then turned to Mr. Nixon*s reply. The United

States, he said, will continue its efforts to achieve peace and to

maintain the observance of the ceasefire.

Mr. Yost emphasized that the United States does not assume

responsibility for the current situation in the Middle East. The

Russian accusations against the United States are, Mr. Yost said,

without foundation. The United States, Mr. Yost emphasized, seeks:

(1) An early restoration of the cease-fire in the Middle East;

(2) Its firm maintenance; and

(3) Arms limitation in the area.
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Approaches which the United States had made on the question of

arms limitation had all "been rejected by the Soviet Union.

It is possible to deal with the Soviet demand for withdrawal

only in conjunction with agreement on other points.

Ambassador Yost said that there can "be no hope of achieving

agreement on guidelines among the Four Powers unless the USSR would

show a willingness to meet the concessions made "by the United States

on withdrawal by, in turn, making concessions re commitments to peace

and procedure. Ambassador Yost referred to the United States paper of

5 January.

Ambassador Yost thought there might be some small basis for hope

in the reported Hussein/Nasser letter this weekend.

U Thant indicated that he was worried about how to reactivate

Ambassador Jarrinĝ  mission.



Hotes on meeting "between Secretary-General and
Mr. Yosef Tekoah, Permanent Representative of
Israel to the UN, held at the United Nations at

noon on Thursday. 11 February 1971

Present: Secretary-General
Ambassador Tekoah
Mr. Cahana
Mr. Urquhart

Ambassador Tekoah presented a large number of letters from Soviet

Jews. He remarked that since his last approach on this subject sixty

Soviet Jews have left the Soviet Union for Israel, including the Kazakov

family, and it seemed that a number of exit visas had recently been

granted.

The Secretary-General emphasized the necessity for discretion and

lack of publicity in this matter if anything useful was to be done.

Ambassador Tekoah said that Israel had been hopeful when the Jarring

talks were resumed, but so far was disappointed at the reactions to Israel's

suggestions and especially at the attitude of the UAR. Israel was disturbed

by the violations of the method of quiet diplomacy and at the negative and

polemical reaction to Israel's proposals. Actions such as a threat to call

the Security Council or to break the cease-fire were not helpful, and

Israel was disappointed at the degree of consideration which seemed to be

given at the United Nations to Egypt's reactions, as evidenced in

El Zayyat's meetings with the Secretary-General before the publication of

his last report. Israel also considered the reactivation of the Big Four

for the purpose of discussing guarantees to be a very unhelpful step. Such

efforts to find a substitute for a peace agreement with Israel could easily

make the Jarring talks impossible.

Another bad development was the change in Ambassador Jarring's method

of proceeding with the parties. The clear and precise mandate which had

been followed during the last three years had been the basis for Israel's

co-operation with the Jarring mission and had ensured the continuation

of contacts. If such restrictions and limitations on the mandate were to

be ignored, or the mandate was to be changed, the question would arise as
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to whether the conditions which had previously permitted the Jarring

mission to proceed still existed. Israel regretted the submission of

the aide-memoire, and it was not yet clear what the results of this

move would be. Digression from the mandate which put emphasis on

methods not "based on discussions between the parties did not contribute

to constructive development of the talks and, in fact, endangered them.

At such a crucial stage, it was extremely dangerous to make moves which

were not in accordance with the mandate and which ignored the balanced

way in which the mandate had been worked out.

The Secretary-General also deplored the violations of quiet diplomacy

and leaks to the press and noted the story in this morning's Maariv.

Ambassador Tekoah said that Israel was also disturbed by this leak,

for which it was not responsible.

The Secretary-General said that all members of the Big Four had

wanted to go ahead on the question of guarantees and he personally

welcomed any view which might be expressed by the Four. He was appre-

hensive of a possible deterioration of the situation in the next few

weeks and hoped that the permanent members would help in all possible

ways to avoid such a development. As far as Ambassador Jarring's

aide-memoire was concerned, it was unwelcome to both parties, but the

Secretary-General had encouraged and endorsed Ambassador Jarring's

initiative, which he felt to be desirable after three years of attempts

to break the log-jam. He hoped that the parties would submit their

answers at the same time and that these answers would be forthcoming

as soon as possible.

Ambassador Tekoah said that Ambassador JarringTs initiative proposed

certain territorial arrangements. This was a question which must be dealt

with in negotiations between the parties. It was against Jarring's mandate

to put forward substantive proposals on territorial questions. There was

no comparison between these proposals and the simple preliminary non-

controversial questions which Israel had asked and which concerned the

entire process of the Jarring talks. It was regrettable that such a

substantive proposal had been put in writing and it was also regrettable
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that instead of trying to get a positive reaction to Israel's suggestions,

Jarring had given up >in the middle and had tried another tactic, just

because the UAR had refused to respond. It was impossible to proceed with

the Jarring negotiations in such a manner. Israel felt that too much

attention was given at the UN to the UAR point of view, just because the

UAR did not wish to consider Israel's preliminary non-controversial questions.

The Secretary-General pointed out that all issues in the Middle East

problem were controversial. The question of territories could not be

divorced from the question of peace. The United States proposal of

October 19&9 had linked the two questions and to some extent Jarring's

aide-memoire was a reflection of this United States thinking.

Tekoah said that the question whether or not the UAR wanted peace

with Israel was a preliminary and non-controversial question. Without an

answer to this question there was no purpose in the negotiations. There

was a clear difference between Israel's preliminary questions, as stated

in Jarring's aide-memoire, and the detailed substantive proposal on

territorial settlement which was also stated in the aide-memoire. This

aide-memoire destroyed the balanced approach. Ambassador Tekoah added

that some of the Big Four representatives had prior knowledge of Jarring's

aide-memoire.

The Secretary-General said emphatically that this was not so.



SECRET

13 February 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Malik saw me this morning and reported to me on the

proceedings of the Big Four meeting which took place yesterday.

The following are the highlights of his report:

Ambassador Berard started the meeting with a very strong

condemnation of the Israeli bombing of civilian population in the

outskirts of Cairo which was reported in the newspapers yesterday.

Malik followed up with similar condemnation. Ambassador Yost brought

the attention of the three others to the Deputy Secretary of State

Richardson's statement condemning Israeli raid.

Malik proposed that the deputies of the four Permanent Members

should meet either Friday or Saturday to work out a formula on the

agreed aspects of the Middle East situation. He stressed the fact

that on two basic issues, namely, withdrawal of Israeli forces

from the occupied territories and the establishment of a just and

lasting peace, there could be an agreed document based on the

three proposals already presented. Berard supported the proposal.

Caradon suggested that priority should be given by the four Permanent

Members to the question of "explicit obligations to peace". Malik

opposed Caradon1s proposal, but Yost supported it. Yost objected to

Malik's proposal to start working on a formulation on two basic

issues.

Caradon proposed that the parties to the conflict should be

invited to New York so that the four Permanent Members could

establish contacts with them. According to Malik there seemed to be

no strong opposition to that proposal. In reply to my question, Malik

said that invitations had not been issued and will not be issued until

some points are cleared. In reply to my further question, Malik said

the question of Ambassador Jarring's presence in New York at the time

of such invitations was not raised.
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Ambassador Berard gave some further explanation to the

French plan. Discussions primarily revolved around the phrases

"from occupied territories" and "from all occupied territories".

Then Ambassador Yost presented a paper on the question of cease-fire

(document A). All three other Representatives wanted to refer this

paper to their respective Governments before making any reactions.

The next meeting of the Big Four was fixed for Thursday, 19 February,

at Lord Caradon's residence.

When I asked him to assess the meeting, Malik replied "nil".

Malik also left with me a note given to him by the Permanent

Representative of Liberia regarding the future involvement of the

Security Council in the question of the situation in the Middle East.

Ambassador Barnes of Liberia had told Malik that the note was an

extract from a speech delivered by President Tubman of Liberia in

the Liberian Parliament. Malik had no comment on that paper (document B).



Seriously concerned that the steadily deteriorating

situation in the Middle East is impeding their efforts to

bring about a lasting peace through the implementation of

Resolution 2^2 in all its parts, the Permanent Repre-

sentatives of France, the USSR, the UK and the US appeal

to the parties to comply with the ceasefire resolutions

of the UN Security Council and to exercise the greatest

possible care to assure strict observance of the cease-

fire by all concerned,while the Pour Powers continue

their urgent efforts to assist the Secretary General's
• 'i i ' "^ " 7 -/ 'V
Special Representative to resume his task as soon as possible.
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The Middle East' crisis has assumed proportionsf .1 • . t t ^
• ' • " ' " . *

that are dangeroxis in, character and it appears to
%•

pose a threat to world peac£ and security. In the J

interest of"the parties directly involved and in the

Interest of mankinds I suggest that no nation should

wish or permit a conflict to develop between them

or upon their territory that could spark off a global

conflict that might have such dangerous, far-roach ing

and catastrophic consequences from which no one would

benefit. ' - - V^U;' .. '• •

Perhaps it might be helpful if the supe1" and

the great powers which have undertaken the onerous and

delicate task of trying to find a solution to this

unfortunate crisis within the' terras of a unanimous

Security Council resolution adopted in November 1067

would consider the iiugmeiitation of their number by

the addition-off aii 0(̂ rtai;Ttiuffiiber of smaller powers

represented in the Security Council.

I make this suggestion because the cornmitt.il of

all problems and issues such as this to the super

and the great powers «tl®ne gives the appearance of a

world being 2/...



world being directed and operated by mights power

and force, rather than by reason and a keen

sense of justice, right and fairplay which are,

in my opinion^ far more important than might

and force.

f
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Notes on Meeting held in the Secretary-General* s Office
at 5.50 p.m. on 25 February 1970

Present: Secretary-General
Lord Caradon
Ralph J. Bunche

Lord Caradon, who came at the Secretary-General's invitation,

informed the Secretary-General that he had just learned that in the

preliminary talks on the Middle East between Mr. Pompidou and Messrs.

Rogers and Sisco the U.S. position had continued as rigid and firm as

it had been recently in the Pour-Power talks. Lord Caradon, therefore,

saw little hope for progress in the forthcoming meeting of the Four

Powers on Friday of this week. He said that the French position in

the Four-Power talks all along had been on the whole reasonable and

constructive. The French, he said, find the American paper on Jordan

acceptable up to the subject of the Fedayeen. He had had another talk

with Mr. Malik and had also found him willing to accept a number of

points in the American paper and might even be willing to undertake

a discussion of the American point on commitments to peace if there

would be assurance that withdrawal would be taken up immediately

thereafter. The Soviet position on withdrawal, however, subject only

to "small rectifications" was adamant.

U Thant informed Lord Caradon of the course of his thinking with

regard to the re-activation of the Jarring mission in the event that

it would seem likely that no agreement on guidelines could be expected

from the Four Powers in the foreseeable future. He had it in mind that

Ambassador Jarring, at the Secretary-General's invitation, would resume

talks with the parties with the particular view to obtaining their
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views with regard to carrying out the intent of Resolution 2^2 with

respect to the two items of withdrawal and peace.

Lord Caradon embraced this idea enthusiastically, although he

restated it in rather different terms, viz. the Four Powers, he said,

would ask the Secretary-General to request Ambassador Jarring to

"assist them" by ascertaining from the parties their precise views with

regard to the- items of withdrawal and commitments to peace. Lord

Caradon made an elaborate gesture to the Secretary-General and proclaimed

"You can save us, Sir. You can save us.".

It was pointed out to Lord Caradon that assigning Ambassador

Jarring to the Four Powers in this way might well destroy his effectiveness

in view of the well-known attitude of one of the parties toward the

Four-Power effort. When it was suggested that the Secretary-General

himself might announce that he was taking the initiative in asking

Ambassador Jarring to make such an approach to the parties, Lord Caradon

exclaimed: "That would "be an insult to the Fourl". To which it was

replied: "That would depend on how the announcement would be worded".

Lord Caradon, realizing that the Secretary-General would be speaking

to each of the other three members of the Four Powers, cautioned him

not to say too much about his thinking on this matter since a premature

leak, which would be almost unavoidable, would render his plans abortive.

Lord Caradon advised the Secretary-General to ask each of the other three

only for an assessment of the prospects of some agreement among the Four

in the foreseeable future and to say very little of a specific nature

about his own ideas.



Notes of meeting held in the Secretary-Generalfs office
on 26 February 1970 at 11:50 a.m.

Present; Secretary-General
Ambassador Yost
Ambassador Buffurn
Ralph J. Bunche

The Secretary-General stated that he had decided to see each of the

Four-Power Representatives in order to obtain an assessment as to what

the foreseeable prospects might be for the outcome of the Four-Power talks.

It began to seem as if there were little hope for a successful outcome of

the talks in the sense of agreement on some important guidelines. How

did Ambassador Yost see it?

Ambassador Yost said that he saw very little hope for agreement. The

gap between the US and the USSR was still very great. In the bilateral

talks, he said, the United States had made numerous concessions in order

to seek agreement of the two on a draft. Then after a long silence the

Soviet Union had rejected the paper in toto. Later in the Big Four talks

the Soviet Union wished to use the United States paper embracing all of its

concessions, as the starting point for a new round of talks. The United

States, he said, was not interested in a game of scoring points or bargaining

for points but in reaching an agreement on something which would offer some

realistic hope for agreement between the conflicting parties. This was

why the United States was standing firm on its two points of commitments

to peace and procedures, because of the certainty that Israel would never

accept anything less than these. Indeed, said Ambassador Yost, we cannot

be at all certain that Israel will accept the positions we now embrace.

Ambassador Yost repeated that the United States is seeking only to gain

acceptance of positions on which there is a reasonable chance that the

parties can agree.

The Russian tone in the Four-Power talks had been hardening recently

and particularly so at last week's talks. In the talks, Malik seemed to
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be veering closer to the Soviet newspaper reports which stressed more

and more the aggressor role of Israel supported by the US. This, said

Yost, is becoming increasingly hard for Washington to swallow.

In response to a question, Yost said that the Soviet Union would

speak of "minor rectifications" but by this they obviously meant "very,

very minor".

U Thant asked Mr. Yost whether he would see any hope for agreement

amongst the Four Powers. Yost replied that he c»uld not see much hope

because the gap between the US and the USSR was too great. U Thant

said that if the Four Power talks should collapse or drag to an end he

would feel that something would have to be done, thus he now began to

think about reactivating the Jarring mission. This would not necessarily

mean a stop to the Four Power talks. They could go on and with a properly

worded announcement Jarring could recommence at the same time. This would

be good, said U Thant, both psychologically and politically.

Ambassador Yost asked U Thant what specifically did he have in mind

for Ambassador Jarring to do. U Thant replied that, of course, Jarring

would have to have some specific basis in mind on which to resume his

talks, which might be here, out in the area, or elsewhere. He might

take up questions such as commitments to peace with them. Ambassador

Yost added "and procedures", this being highly important to the Israelis.

U Thant said that he would wish as a first step to have Ambassador

Jarring come over here, probably sometime early in March, for talks with

the Secretary-General, who stressed his confidence that Ambassador Jarring

would be willing to resume his function whenever and on whatever basis

U Thant might suggest. They could have an intensive discussion as to

what approach would be most likely to be fruitful.

It was agreed that this discussion could be continued tomorrow

afternoon when Ambassador Yost comes to visit the Secretary-General again

in order to report on what had transpired at the Four Power meeting to be

held on 27 February.



Hotes of meeting held in the Secretary-General's office on
27 February 1970 at 5 p.m.

Present: The Secretary-General
Ambassador Yost
Ambassador Buffum
Ralph J. Bunche

Ambassador Yost, reporting on the last meeting of the Big Four,

said that it had "been "thoroughly unproductive". Yost said that he had

asked Ambassador Malik if he, like the other two of his colleagues, would

be willing to accept anything like the three US paragraphs concerning

commitments to peace - which the United States sees as the only "basis on

which the agreement of Israel could be hoped for; or would the USSR

have changes to suggest. The United States, said Yost, considered the

question of withdrawal to be equally important and also regarded some-

thing along the lines of the Rhodes formula to be necessary.

Ambassador Yost said that Ambassador Berard had spoken briefly and,

in general, was favourable to the US position, except for two points. Malik

also spoke but, according to Yost, did not respond to Yost's questions,

expressing the view that the Deputies should get down to work. Malik, said

Yost, read a prepared text along familiar lines, accusing Israel and the

United States. Caradon spoke briefly, saying that he could not understand

the difficulty and why the Four could not get down to work.

Yost said that he had briefly reviewed the US position on withdrawal.

Malik demanded a complete withdrawal from all occupied territories.

Yost said the meeting lasted from 10 a.m. to 12:kO p.m. and the next
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meeting is to be held on Thursday, 5 March, at the French Mission.

With regard to the idea of broadening the membership of the Four,

as proposed by Ambassador Barnes, it was agreed that Yost should inform

Barnes that the Four Powers did not consider this suggestion to be useful

or practical.

Ambassador Yost said that there had been no further discussion of

the cease-fire proposal.

Yost said that with reference to the suggestion for briefing of

the President of the Security Council, who this month is China, it was

left for Yost to brief Liu-Chieh personally.

Ambassador Yost said that Washington thinks the course U Thant is

taking with regard to Jarring is a good one.



Notes of meeting in the Secretary-General office
on k March 1970 at 12 noon

Present: Secretary-General
Ambassador Yost
Ambassador Buffum
Ralph J. Bunche

The Secretary-General informed Ambassador Yost about the cable

that had been received from General Bull the night of 3 March reporting

on the meeting between Israeli and Lebanese officers at Rosh Hanikra on

2 March. He stressed the following points in General Bull's cabled report:

(a) That the UTJ officer had been excluded from the meeting on

Israeli insistence, although the Lebanese wished him to be

present;

(b) The strong Israeli concern about the increase in the number

of fedayeen raids and attacks across the entire length of

the Israeli/Lebanese line in the south with resultant

casualties and damage, the Israelis alleging about kO

such incidents in the last 2 1/2 months;

(c) The Israeli threats to take counter action and particularly

the threat_| to enter Lebanese territory to a depth of 10 or

more kms and lay waste to it, as had been done in Jordan;

(d) The Lebanese assurance that their political and military

authorities were doing all that they could to control

fedayeen activity.

Ambassador Yost said that a similar approach had been made by the

Israelis to US authorities in Washington. He said that the problem was very

difficult because while the Lebanese authorities were probably doing all that

they could to try to control fedayeen activities, they were unable to do so.

On the other hand, it was clearly intolerable for the Israelis to have their

civilian population subjected continuously to the raids and attacks of the

fedayeen.

U Thant asked Ambassador Yost to convey to his Government the
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Secretary-Generalrs hope that the United States Government would urge

the Israeli, Government to exercise utmost restraint and to avoid any

rash action and the Lebanese Government to do its utmost to restrain

the fedayeen. Otherwise a strong retaliatory action would almost

certainly lead to calling the Security Council into session, which

might "be done by the Lebanese or some other Government, or even by

the Secretary-General himself under Article 99, if the military counter

action should be on the scale threatened.

Ambassador Yost said that it was his Government's intention to

caution both sides to exercise restraint and that now he would convey

to Washington the Secretary-General's urgent appeal for a strong approach

to both sides to exercise restraint.

U Thant expressed his unhappiness over the fact that the UN was

unable to take one action that could be helpful. In the past, he had

suggested on several occasions that the stationing of UK Observers in

considerably increased strength along the Israeli/Lebanese line could

be helpful in maintaining quiet along the line between these two

countries. The Israelis, however, have always rejected this idea

since the war of 1967.

Ambassador Yost enquired "Why?" U Thant replied that it was

presumably because they rejected the Armistice Agreement, even the

Israeli/Lebanese one, although the Lebanese never violated it or

fired a shot. It is for this reason also, apparently, that the

Israelis refuse to permit the presence of any UTJTSO officer at their

talks with the Lebanese.

U Thant asked Ambassador Yost if his Government would urge the

Government of Israel to reconsider its position with regard to accepting

UN Observers on its side. Ambassador Yost said that he would do so.



Hotes of meeting in the Secretary-General's office

on k March 1970 at 12:30 p.m.

Present: Secretary-General
Ambassador Ghorra
Ralph J. Bunche

U Thant advised Ambassador Ghorra of the report he had received

from General Bull about the March 2 meeting between Israeli and Lebanese

officers at Rosh Hanikra.

Ambassador Ghorra had received from his Government a report which

was quite similar to that sent by General Bull.

The Secretary-General informed Ambassador Ghorra that he had just

had a meeting with Ambassador Yost of the United States on this subject

and had asked Yost to convey to his Government the Secretary-General* s

urgent concern about the situation on the Israeli/Lebanese frontier. He

hoped the Government of the United States would join him in appealing to

both parties to use utmost restraint.

Ambassador Ghorra explained that his Government had been exerting

all possible control and could check the activities of sizeable organized

units, but could not control the activities of individuals across the full

length of the line.

U Thant then referred to his regret that United Hations Observers

were not able to be stationed on both sides of the line along its entire

length as he had proposed on occasions in the past. He had understood

that the obstacle was Israel1s refusal to accept them on its side of

the line.

Ambassador Ghorra averred that this was correct and that the

Lebanese would welcome as many as necessary if they werealso stationed
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on theether side of the line.

Ambassador Ghorra said that the other day the Israelis had invited

the Military Attache's of France, the United Kingdom and the United States

to a briefing about the situation in the Israel/Lebanon sector. The

"briefing was given by General Ghor who told them about the extent of

recent fedayeen activities.

Ambassador Ghorra said that knowing what subject was to be discussed

at this meeting on invitation of the Secretary-General, he had himself

prepared a note on the subject of the Rosh Hanikra meeting and he read it

out, then giving it to the Secretary-General (see attached).

Ambassador Ghorra emphasized the difficulty his Government was

having in seeking to restrain and control guerrilla activity, pointing

to the very great difficulty the United States was having in South Viet Nam

in this respect with over half a million troops in the field in addition

to the military forces of the Government of South Viet Warn.

Ambassador Ghorra said that he suspected that the Israelis in this

threat had a motivation extending beyond the local problem of the fedayeen:

the basic motivation is by such methods to seek to intimidate the entire

Arab world and to make it subservient to Israeli military force.

Ambassador Ghorra said to the Secretary-General that what he is

doing on behalf of peace is much appreciated by the Government of

Lebanon.



Hotes on meeting held in the Secretary-General's Office
on k March 1970, at 5.50 p.m.

Present: The Secretary-General
Mb. Tekoah (Israel)
Mr. Bunche

U Thant referred to the recent meeting that had taken place at

Rosh Hanikra between Israeli and Lebanese officers in which the Israelis

had complained of "kO attacks" from the Lebanese side in the past two

and one half months and threatened to devastate the southern area to a

depth of ten and one half kilometers, as had happened in Jordan, if

these attacks should continue. The Lebanese officers gave assurance

to the Israelis that the Lebanese Government was doing all it could

to control the situation.

U Thant stated that he had sent for the Representative of Lebanon

who had given him assurances that the Lebanese were doing all they could.

U Thant said he had been given similar assurances by the Lebanese Foreign

Minister in a recent brief meeting at the airport in Beirut. The

Secretary-General said that he had appealed to the Lebanese Government

to exercise greater and more effective control over the commandos. He

had also appealed to Israel not to retaliate and to exercise restraint.

Moreover, he had asked Ambassador Yost and the United States Government

to appeal to both Governments to exercise restraint and also to support

the Secretary-General's proposal for strengthening the U.N. observation

operation by increasing the number of Observers and placing them on the

Israeli as well as the Lebanese side.

Ambassador Tekoah referred to his recent letter circulated to the
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Security Council. He said that from the Israeli point of view it was

a question of the daily attacks on Israeli villages and civilians.

Also he referred to the Damascus communique1 supporting and encouraging

these attacks and said that there had been a new agreement between the

Lebanese Government and the Fedayeen with regard to the control "by

the latter of the refugee camps.



/I -30
Ifotes on a meeting held in the Secretary-General* s Office

on 5 March 1970, at k p.m.

Present: The Secretary-General
Mb. Ghorra (Lebanon)
Mr. Bunche

Ambassador Ghorra stated that 10 Lebanese soldiers were still

being held by the Israelis.

U Thant said that he was proposing an increase in United Nations

Observer strength along the southern line and that he had asked the

United States Government to support his position. He did not think it

was necessary to relate these observers to the Armistice Agreements,

that they could be accepted by both sides on the same basis as the

Observers were accepted in the Syrian sector, that is in relation to

the cease-fire.

Ambassador Ghorra said that Lebanon holds the Armistice Agreements

in high regard and insists that there be no violation of them. He

thought it possible, however, that something with regard to increasing

Observers "could be worked out11.

U GSaant asked Ambassador Ghorra to put the question of strengthening

the Observers to his Government , with acceptance to be undertaken on

the basis of that prevailing in the Syrian sector.
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S E C R E T

6 March 1970

THE SITUATION IS THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Berard of France saw me today and reported to me on the

proceedings of yesterday's Big Four meeting at his residence. He said

that the meeting started at 3.00 p.m. and was over by 6.00 p.m. According

to his assessment, the meeting turned out to be a positive one and it was

one of the best so far.

At the start of the meeting, Ambassador Malik made a very important

statement. He posed five questions to Ambassador Yost on the problem of

withdrawal and explained the Soviet position on the problem of peace. His

explanation of the Soviet attitude towards peace in the Middle East was

considered satisfactory by the three other representatives. Ambassador

Yost replied with an expression of appreciation to Malik's exposition on

the question of peace and, as regards the five questions posed on the

question of withdrawal, Yost replied that he would give a detailed answer

to these questions at the next meeting. The initial reaction to these

questions was as follows!

As far as the withdrawal of Israeli forces from Sinai is concerned,

the United States Government's attitude is that the withdrawal must be to

the previous frontiers between Israel and the U.A.R. No adjustments are

contemplated.

As regards the withdrawal of Israeli forces from Jordan, minor

rectifications by agreement between the two Governments are considered

necessary in terms of Security Council resolution 242 relating to "secure

and recognized boundaries.-'*; since the areas of such minor rectifications

are intended to be de-militarized no serious problems are envisaged.

In reply to my question, Ambassador Berard said that the question of

Jerusalem did not come up at the meeting.
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Lord Caradon also expressed appreciation to Ambassador Malik for his

detailed statement on the question of peace. Ambassador Berard also

considered that it was the first time that the Soviet representative came

out clearly on the Soviet attitude towards the problem of peace.

In reply to my question, Ambassador Berard said that, in his initial

answer to Malik, Ambassador Yost did not mention Sharm el Sheikh and Gaza.

Ambassador Yost then brought up the question of "procedures of

negotiations". Yost attached very great importance to this aspect of the

problem. Malik asked him whether the United States intended to deal with

the aspects of the problem not covered by Security Council resolution 2̂ 2.

Yost replied that Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 was found inadequate for

the purpose of a comprehensive solution and therefore his Government wished

to introduce items like "procedures of negotiations". Malik expressed his

reservation regarding the introduction of items not covered in Security

Council resolution 2̂ 2. However, Berard considered that the "procedures

of negotiations" is an important element for consideration. He is seeking

instructions from his Government regarding a possible French formula on

this question to be presented at the next meeting.

In conclusion, Berard said that this was one of the most productive

sessions of the Big Four so far and the atmosphere was most congenial. In

his judgement the first meeting of the Big Four and the last meeting

yesterday (twenty-ninth meeting) were the two best sessions. In reply to

my question, Berard said that the next meeting is scheduled for 10.00 a.m.

next Thursday, 12 March, at the Soviet Mission.



SECRET

13 March 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Malik saw me today and reported to me on the

proceedings of the meeting of the Big Pour which took place

yesterday (12 March) at the USSR Mission.

He gave me a copy of the five questions he posed to

Ambassador Yost at the previous meeting. He said that Ambassador Yost's

initial reaction to these five questions at the previous meeting

was somewhat satisfactory, but his official replies yesterday were not

at all satisfactory. In his view, the answers were evasive and

not as forthcoming as he had expected.

At the meeting Malik insisted on drafting "guidelines" to be

transmitted to the Secretary-General who, in turn, would forward them

to Ambassador Jarring for the reactivation of his mission. Yost made

the counter proposal that the Big Four should think of drafting an

"interim report" for Ambassador Jarring's information. Malik objected

to the idea of an interim report. Berard intervened with a statement

that both "guidelines" and "interim report" would not be appropriate

terms to describe the document which they had in mind. According to

Berard, the Big Four cannot issue guidelines either to the Secretary-

General or to his Special Representative. Neither could the Big Four

submit an interim report to either one of them. Perhaps a "memorandum"

would be an appropriate heading for any document that the Big Four might

draft. The matter was referred to the next meeting.

Yost again brought up the question of "procedures for negotiation".

Malik observed that it would not be appropriate to discuss procedures

for negotiation without disposing of the main substantive issues,

namely, withdrawal and commitment to peace. According to him, once

agreement is reached on these two basic issues, it would be easy to

reach an agreement on procedures for negotiation. Malik also observed

that Israel had been insisting on direct negotiations with the Arabs

"because Israel does not want to negotiate.



Ambassador Malik - 2 - 15 March 1970

Yost again brought up the question of using the United States

plan as a basis for discussion. Malik replied that his Government

had agreed to use the French plan as a basis for discussion. As far

as the United States plan is concerned, Malik said that Yost did not

bring up the questions of Sharm El Sheik and Gaza. In reply to my

question, Malik said that the Soviet Union could not accept the

United States position regarding Sharm El Sheik and Gaza as mentioned

in its plan.

Malik summarized the meeting as "no progress and complete deadlock".

In reply to my question, he said that he was not optimistic about

an early progress of the talks. He said the next meeting was

scheduled at 5 p.m. next Thursday at the apartment of Ambassador Yost.



.First question: Is the United States ready to put down as a common po-

sition of the four powers a provision for the withdrawal of Israeli forces in

the same binding, detailed and explicit wording as it is laid down in the

Soviet or in the French plans ?

Second question; Does the US agree that as a result of implementation

of all the provisions of the settlement in a "package" including questions of

boundaries and demilitarized zones (considering that the U.S. relates 'the

question of withdrawal to the question of boundaries) the Israeli fources should

not remain on any part of Arab territories occupied by them after June 5,

1967?

Third question; Does the US agree that the withdrawal of the Israeli

forces should start on the day of the deposition with the UN of a document or

documents on final peaceful settlement in the Middle East?

Fourth question; "What is. the US attitude toward the Soviet proposal for

the withdrawal of Israeli forces under the observation of UN representatives
and toward the French proposal on the stationing of international forces

between the forces of the parties in the conflict in the process of the

withdrawal of Israeli troops from the Arab territories occupies by them in

June 1967?

Fifth question; When in the opinion of the US are Jordanian forces (as well

as forces ©^correspondingly, other Arab states-victims of the Israeli

aggression) to enter the territory liberated from the Israeli occupation as a

result of the implemenration of the settlement in a "package"?



(Provisional translation from the French)

WHY THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST U THANT

By Winston Berry

From AfricAsia, 16-29 Mardi 1970

A full scale campaign of vilification is developing against U__Thant.

It is orchestrated by circles that are hostile to the Secretary-General's

positions on the Middle East, Nigeria, Viet Nam ...

The campaign of denigration currently in progress against the

Secretary-General of the United Nations, U Thant, is not of recent

vintage. In reality, it harks back to the period of the crisis over the

secession of Katanga.

U Thant, with the support and the mandate of the overwhelming majority

of the members of the United Nations, focused the efforts and the energies

of the international organization on the liquidation of the resistance of

the secessionists and the mercenaries. Since that time, the powerful

Western interests which felt themselves injured by the United Nations action

undertook their offensive against the "symbol" of the world Organization,

the former Burmese diplomat whose election marked, for the first time, the

accession of a representative of the Third World to the highest post of

the United Nations. Colonialists, imperialists and racists of all stripes

have seemed to band together against this modest but courageous man who is

determined to cause the spirit and the letter of the United Nations Charter

to be applied and respected.

Ealsif1cations

Crisis followed crisis in the United Nations and on the world scene:

Katanga, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Viet Nam, the Six Days' War, Biafra ...

On each occasion, U Thant's attitude was clear and unequivocal: against the
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policy of aggressions and foreign interventions, for the struggling

peoples. And each time the same denunciations, the same attacks,

the same slander campaigns were launched by the same quarters.

While his nature is calm and serene, U Thant has not failed to

react firmly in respect of the latest criticisms to which he was subjected

in connexion with the Nigerian civil war. He had just returned from a

long African journey. He had received a particularly warm welcome. On

the occasion of a press conference in New York he made the point that the

statements he had made at Lagos Airport on 19 January 1970 had been

falsified. He had referred to the opinion of neutral personalities to

the effect that the Nigerian Government was doing its best to relieve the

sufferings of the population in the former combat zone.

Subtle Racism

"You will recall", U Thant said with some dismay, "that Mr. Anthony

Lewis (of the New York Times) made a very bitter attack on me based on ...

false and distorted news, and of course his article was syndicated not

only in this country but all over Europe". U Thant went on to say that

articles published "from Oslo to Vienna" had charged that "the Secretary-

General, without going to Biafra, said that the situation was so and so -

without any reference to (his) attribution to those who had been to the

area".

Mr. Thant was particularly outraged by the subtle racism implicit

in the criticism directed against him. He stated that a substantial portion

of the European press, "from Oslo to Vienna", had attacked him on a racial

basis, using such formulas as: "A European would not have done this", or

"A European would not have said that". And U Thant added with visible

emotion: "I must say that the functioning of the Secretary-General ... is
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not concerned with, the nationality of the Secretary-General ... what is

important in such matters is his attitude towards the problem".

He went on to say: "The position I have adopted is in conformity

with the Charter of the Organization of African Unity and with its

principles relating to the national sovereignty and integrity of its

Member States. The United Nations and myself have respected the sovereignty

of the Nigerian State".

As regards the race or nationality of the Secretary-General, U Thant

answered his detractors as follows: "if his attitude happened to be

contrary to the attitude of the Organization of African Unity and contrary

to the attitude of the Government of Nigeria, then I am afraid he would

not have even been invited to visit Lagos, whether he is an Afro-Asian

or a European or a Latin American - nationality does not count".

Mr. Thant devoted a good part of his press conference to a defence

of his positions concerning the Middle East and Africa which had been the

subject of an internationally orchestrated campaign of criticism. It is

clear that he attaches great importance to this question.

As if he had wanted to prove that U Thant had aimed right, the Israeli

Ambassador at the UN, Yosef Tekoah, gave a press conference on the next

day in the course of which he accused the Secretary-General of having

prevented, at the request of the USSR, the circulation as an official

UN document of a petition addressed to the Commission on Human Rights by

a group of Soviet Jews.

Orchestrated Criticism

Mr. Tekoah's press conference was given extraordinary publicity in the

United States. All newspapers, press agencies, radio and television networks
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were represented. The campaign had to be pursued on another front.

The answer was very simple, Mr. Tekoah knew it even before he

convened his press conference: No document can be officially distributed

to the General Assembly of the United Hations unless it refers to an item

on the agenda of the Assembly and unless its distribution is requested

by a Member State. A document may be distributed by the Security Council

if it is addressed by a Member State to the President of the Council. But

the petitions of the Gorgia, Moscow and Riga Jews had not been addressed

to the President of the Security Council by a UN Delegation.

Mr. Tekoah knew all that full well. Let us add that he had received

on 27 January the Secretariat's negative reply to his request concerning

the petition of the Soviet Jews, and that he waited until 18 February to

give his press conference, precisely one day after U Thant had answered

his detractors. This was an attempt to re-launch the campaign against

the Secretary-General by presenting him as a dragon eager to stifle the

complaint of the Soviet Jews who wished to emigrate to Israel, and this

after he had been accused of having precipitated the June 1967 war and

of having supported the "executioners of Biafra".
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The 15-16 March 1970 issue of Le Monde features an article

entitled, "The origin of the six-day war: The vithdrawal of the

•blue helmets' from the U.A.R. in May 1967".

This article recalls an excerpt from Le Monde's interview

with President Nasser in which the President asserted that he had

not requested the Secretary-General to withdraw the U.N. troops

from Gaza and Sharm el Sheikh. "Contesting this assertion," the

article goes on, "the press attache" of the Israeli Embassy in Paris,

Mr. A. Primor, has addressed to us the following information:"

There follows a series of quotations by Mr. Primor from the

Secretary-General's report to the Security Council (A/7630/Add.3)

of 26 June 1967 in which the latter recounted the events which led

to the withdrawal of the UNEF troops.



SECRET

1 April 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Yost saw me today and reported to me on the

meeting of the Big Four which took place yesterday afternoon at

his residence. He was accompanied by Ambassador Buffum.

Ralph Bunche also was present.

He said that he started off the discussion with an

explanation of the United States' attitude towards the sale of

sofisticated arms, like Phantom jets, to the parties in the

conflict in the Middle East. The intention was to elicit similar

restraint on the part of the Soviet Union on this question.

Ambassador Malik made some observations which were construed as

not critical of the United States position.

Then the question of the four deputies working on a

memorandum was taken up. After a somewhat lengthy discussion on

the terms of reference to be given to the four deputies, there

was general agreement on the following formula: the deputies

are asked to prepare a memorandum on the progress of the Four-Power

consultations as soon as possible, particularly on the extent of

accord so far reached by the Four on key issues of the Middle

Eastern situation on the basis of Security Council resolution 2̂ 2.

On those points on which agreement has not yet been reached and

on which consultations still continue, the deputies are also asked

to mention them in their memorandum, with explicit instructions

to the deputies that on the points of the second category, consultations

will continue with the purpose of coming to an agreement (this is

not the actual text of the terms of reference passed on to the

deputies, but they are prepared from my notes arising out of the

oral statement of Ambassador Yost).

Then Ambassador Yost left with me a copy of a Note to Correspondents

which was released to the press after the conclusion of the meeting.

The statement is attached.



Ambassador Yost - 2 - 1 April 1970

In reply to my question, Ambassador Yost said that

Ambassador Malik proposed a deadline for the completion of the

memorandum and Lord Caradon supported it. The United States and

France argued that the fixation of a timetable for the memorandum

would not be advisable for obvious reasons. At last, the

USSR and the United Kingdom agreed to drop their proposal.

Charlie Yost said that the next meeting of the Big Four

was scheduled for Wednesday, 15 April. In reply to my question,

Ambassador Yost said that if the preparation of the memorandum

is not completed by the deputies on that date, it was possible

that the Big Four meeting would have to be postponed.



UNITED STATES MISSION
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS Press Release USUN-47(70'
March 31, 1970

The following statement was read by Ambassador Charles W.

Yost3 United States Representative to the United Nations, after

today's Pour Power Meeting on the Middle East:

"We have charged our deputies with preparing a memorandum

on the progress of our Four Power consultations so far in

regard to a Middle East settlement in accordance with Security

Council Resolution 242. The deputies will be meeting Thursday

and we, the Permanent Members, will be meeting next on April 15

to give them an opportunity to do their work."

* * * * * * *
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SECRET

16 April 1970

THE SITUATION US THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet saw me today and reported to

me on the Big Four meeting which took place at his residence

yesterday at 5 p.m. Before that meeting, the four deputies

had met three times and their interim report was discussed at

yesterday's meeting. A copy of the interim report is attached

herewith. Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet also said that the four

deputies are scheduled to meet again tomorrow and perhaps they

may have to meet a few times before they agree on a more

substantive memorandum. In anticipation of a few more meetings

by the deputies, the Big Four Permanent Representatives have

decided to meet only on Tuesday, 5 May* at the Soviet Mission.

It is expected that by that date the deputies would be able

to come up with the substantive draft.

In reply to my question, Kosciusko-Morizet said there was

a slight improvement and that this feeling was shared by

Malik and Caradon.

According to him, Ambassador Yost, who had always maintained

that he had no specific instructions from Washington, came out

with some substantive observations which were useful. He said

that it was his personal opinion that Ambassador Yost had his

own views on the subject which are at variance with the views

of Mr. Sisco who is now in the Middle East. During the absence

of Sisco from Washington, Yost made a trip to the Capitol

and had prolonged discussions with the Secretary of State Rogers.

In his view (Kosciusko-Morizet), that explained why Yost came

out with more positive observations at yesterday's meeting

than at previous meetings.
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Interim Report of the Work of the Deputies

to the Four Power Talks on the Middle East

to be read out by Ambassador Warner at the

meeting of the Four Permanent Representatives

on 15 April

The- Deputies held meetings on 2, 6, 8 and 14 April in

accordance with th,e, following instructions from the

Permanent Representatives:

"To prepare a memorandum as soon 'as possible on the

extent of accord so far reached on the key issues of the

Middle East settlement in accordance with Security Council

Resolution 242 in the consultations of the Four Powers'

Representatives and on those points on which agreement has not

yet been reached and on which consultations still continue' with

the purpose of coming to an accord",

2. In the course of their discussions^ Deputies agreed that

the.memorandum to be prepared should consist of three

sections, the first being in the nature of a preamble or

introduction; the second dealing with the substantive

questions in operative paragraphs 1 and 2 of Resolution 242,

namely withdrawal, boundaries, DMZ's, peace and security,

freedom of navigation and refugees; and the third dealing

with operative paragraph 3 of that Resolution and covering

the form of the agreement and procedure of achieving accord.

3«. The Deputies further agreed that they should consider

first the second section of the memorandum.

4. The Deputies also agreed that agreement should be reached

on the whole paper before1 any part of it was considered to

be in any way binding.

5. In the course of the meetings, the following working

papers were put forward: •

/(A) Retrait'
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(A) RETRAIT ET FRONTIERES

(put forward on 2 April);

(B) WITHDRAWAL AND BOUNDARIES

(put forward on 6 April);

(C) WITHDRAWAL AND BOUNDARIES - /
I
I

(put forward on .6 April);

' (D) PAIX ET SEOJRITE „,

| •
(put forward on 6 April) ;

i
(E) PEACE AND SECURITY

(put forward on 8 April);

(F) TERMINATION OF BEL.I ,IGERENCY, DMZ' s, GUARANTEES OF _

BOUNDARIES, U.N. OBSERVERS AND THS PRESENCE OF

U.N. TROOPS

(put forward on 14 April).

6, At their meeting on 1,4 April, the Deputies began the

process of identifying the extent of accord and touched on

some points on which agreement has not yet been reached. They

stand ready to continue their work in accordance with their

mandate.
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Notes of meeting held in the Secretary-General*s office
on k May 19?0 at 5 p.m.

Present; The Secretary-General
Ambassador Yost
Ambassador Buff urn
Ralph J. Bunch§

Ambassador Yost said that with regard to the current United States action

in Cambodia, he expected to submit a report on the matter to the Security Council

within the next few days. He explained that the Cambodian action was a "limited"

one in the sense that it was directed at the enemy sanctuaries within Cambodia.

It was mounted to destroy the supply bases and the headquarters of the North

Vietnamese and the Viet Cong in Cambodia and was timed to take place and be

completed before the onset of the rainy season. He said that the United

States had tolerated the presence of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops

in these Cambodian sanctuaries for a long time. His intimation was that only

after Sihanouk had departed had the US found it feasible to make the move.

Before the United States action was taken there had been an extension of the

area of the incursions of the enemy into Cambodia, of enemy occupation and

control, following the Laos pattern. This was at the very time the United

States is reducing its troops in Viet Warn. The United States action, Mr. Yost

emphasized, is designed to reduce and limit rather than to enlarge the Viet Nam

war, by limiting the ability of the enemy to launch offensive campaigns in

Viet Nam.

Ambassador Yost stated that there had been no official welcome of the

United States action by Cambodian officials but that there had been numerous

informal and unofficial indications of the satisfaction of Cambodian officials

with the US action.

Mr. Yost said that the US troops had entered only two areas in Cambodia -

the Fish Hook and Parrot*s Beak areas. The US Forces had already captured

large quantities of arms and supplies, he added.

U Thant thanked Mr. Yost for his explanation. He said that for a long
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time he had refrained from making any public statement about the Viet Nam

situation. This was because of the Paris talks and his desire to do nothing

that would have any adverse effect upon them. U Thant said to Mr. Yost that:

"As you know, my view of the Viet Nam jjtets differs from that of either side, in

that I hold that it is a civil war. Therefore, I tend to reach different

conclusions about it but my views as to what to do about it remain the same.

That is, what is needed is an international conference of the Geneva type. The

statement I intend to make tomorrow will be along the same lines as previous

statements I have made:

Wo military victory;

A Geneva type conference;

Emphasizing civilian suffering;

tfy concern about the resumption of bombing over North Viet Nam.

I will renew my support of the French proposal and will indicate why the

United Nations is not involved, that is some Permanent Members of the Security

Council are not favourable to UN involvement, while Hanoi and Peking are

against. My conclusion will be in favour of an international conference involving

all parties."

Ambassador Yost said that North Viet Nam and the Viet Cong have been in

Cambodia and Laos for many years. If they had withdrawn as they were supposed

to do under the Geneva Accord, the United States would never have been in

Laos and Cambodia.

U Thant informed Ambassador Yost of the letter which Ambassador El-

Zayyat had handed to him, calling attention to President Nixon's recent

statement. Ambassador El-Zayyat expressed hope that the Secretary-General

would call this to/attention of President Nixon.

The Secretary-General said that he could not endorse the UAR appeal, as

Ambassador El-Zayyat actually had wished him to do, but that he could say that

the statement should be carefully considered and that it merits serious

attention by the US Government.

Ambassador Yost assured the Secretary-General that the appeal will

receive "serious attention".



SECRET

8 May 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Malik saw me today and reported to me on the

Four-Power talks which met on 5 May at the USSR Mission. He

started with the observation that he was very pessimistic

about the future of the talks. He said the United States was

still refusing to include in the statement the need for Israeli

withdrawal from all occupied territories, which was one of the

provisions of Security Council resolution 2k2. In the meeting

of the Deputies which took place on 7 May, the United States

Representative used the words "in substantial alterations"

in the boundaries instead of "minor modifications" used by the

United States last year. Malik said that any substantive draft

to be put out "by the Big Four must begin with the subject of

withdrawal which the United States refused to agree. According

to him both the United States and the United Kingdom wanted to

discuss matters outside the framework of Security Council

resolution 2k2.

In reply to my question, Malik said that the French position

is substantially the same as before, but there were indications

of modification in the French attitude to meet some of the

United States requirements. He did not know whether the French

Government still maintained its original position outlined in the

original French proposal. He observed that the situation in the

Middle East is more serious than most people think, but he assured

me that his Government would continue to exert to find a political

solution. What disturbed him most was the complete identification

of the United Kingdom with the position of the United States. He

said that the next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, 26 May.



Mote for the File

The Secretary-General asked the Permanent Representative of the

UAR, Ambassador El-Zayyat, to come to his office at 11:30 a.m. on

Thursday 21 May 1970 for the purpose of presenting to him an oral

demarche about the increasing number of incidents of firing and bombing

on or near UNTSO installations and equipment in the Suez Canal sector.

Following the oral demarche, the Secretary-General handed to the Ambassador

an Aide M̂ moire on the subject, copy of which is attached. The Secretary-

General pointed out that it was a near miracle that there had not as yet

"been heavy casualties among UK Observers resulting from these now virtually

daily incidents.

Ambassador El-Zayyat expressed regret at the risk to which the

Observers were being exposed and the damage done to UN installations

and equipment but he went on to say that he feared this would be a

continuing process because the UN observation operation was having

the effect of supporting and protecting the continued Israeli military

occupation of Egyptian territory. The Egyptians were determined, he said,

to bring that military occupation to an end and therefore, in the Suez

sector, there was unavoidably a state of war. Ambassador El-Zayyat went

on to say that in a realistic sense U Thant's demarche should be made to

Ambassador Yost since the United States alone among the Big Four was

unwilling to take an unequivocal stand on withdrawal of Israeli forces
Arab

from occupied/territory.

Ambassador El-Zayyat emphasized that despite this situation, however,

the UAR, for obvious reasons, would never ask the United Nations to termi-

nate the observation operation. To do so would be to hand the Israelis
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a propaganda weapon. If the issue of suspending or terminating the observation

operation should come to be considered by the Security Council the

UAR would advise Syria, as the Arab representative on the Council,

to abstain from voting and from discussion. He thought this would

be the position of all the Arab States.

El-Zayyat realized that this posed a dilemma for the Secretary-

General and ultimately also for the Security Council. He understood

why the Secretary-General had to make the approach he was making but

he hoped the Secretary-General would understand the basis for the UAR

position.

Before leaving Ambassador El-Zayyat read to U Thant a sentence

from a message he had received from Cairo concerning Ambassador Jarring.

The sentence said that "Ambassador Jarring would be welcome in Cairo at

any time" but that it would be important for him to know that if he came

to Cairo without any assurance that Security Council resolution 2U2 would

be implemented in full, "his visit would be in vain".
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For many months no* the Chief of Staff of the United Katlons
Truce Supervision Organization In Palestine, and, In his absence,
the Acting Chief of Staff, have been obliged almost daily to make
protests to the United Arab Republic authorities concerning firing
by United Arab Republic forces which has either hit or cdiae close
to URTSG Installations or personnel on the east bank of the Canal,
and to request them to put a etop to such firing. United Nations
installations, Including buildings, living quarters, caravans, radio
antennae, vehicles and shelters have been frequently destroyed or
damaged on a scale unprecedented in any previous United Nations
operation, and it Is something of a miracle that the Observers
themselves have so far escaped with only a few casualties. *
Unfortunately, there has been no Indication so far that the United
Arab Republic authorities have taken any effective action to prevent
their forces from such firing.

On 15 May, daring a series of operations by United Arab Republic
aircraft over the east bonk of the Canal, six rockets from a United
Arab Republic MIG-1J Impacted on or in the Immediate vicinity of
OP Green at the northern end of the Canal, causing damage to vehicles,
Installations and equipment* Fortunately the United Nations Military
Observers themselves escaped hara. Only four days before, OP Green
had been severely damaged by United Arab Republic forces artillery
fire.

In view of the Increasing dangers to United Nations Military
Observers, the Secretary-General fesls obliged ones again to approach
the Government of the United Arab Republic on the question of the
safety of United Nations Military Observers and to ask anew, and
in the most urgent tenas, that the necessary orders be given to
avoid firing at United Nations installations and personnel. There
have also been instances of United Nations Military Observers coming
un4er Israeli fire, but never to the extent or with the frequency of
that from the United Arab Republic aide* All such instances have,
of course, also been protested to the Israeli authorities.
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The Secretary-General ia aware of the difficulties of limiting

and controlling military activity in what is virtually a war eltuatlon.
On the other band, the Secretary-General cannot f«el justified in

continuing to expose United Nations Military Observers and ttxeir

supporting staff for an unpredictable period of tiiae to grave dangers,

which far exceed what can reasonably be asked of unaraed United Nations

personnel. Such a situation was never considered when the Security
Council authorized the stationing of United Nations Military Observer*

in tiie Suez Canal sector in July 19-67 and when their Governments first
made these officers available to the United Nations in pursuance of

the Security Council's resolution and at the Secretary-General's

request. i

Unless the Secretary-General can have some assurance that measures

can, and will, be taken to reduce these risks to a reasonable level,

he will have no alternative but to bring tills matter to the Security

Council and to recommend to it the withdrawal of observation posts

where the lives of the United Nations Military Observers are
continuously and increasingly in danger. Needless to say, the
Secretary-General would take such a step with the greatest reluctance
and only in the very last resort, since this would in all probability
mean a virtual suspension of United Nations observation in the Suez

Canal sector and would, in the opinion of the Secretary-General, be
a very serious and retrogressive step for all concerned.

It is for these reasons that the Secretary-General requests the

Permanent Representative of the United Arab Republic to transmit to

his Government the Secretary-General'a urgent appeal that new measures

be taken to put an end to firing at or near United Nations observation

posts in the Suez Canal sector.



Notes of meeting held in the Secretary-General's office
on 27 May 1970 at 3:30 p.m.

Present; The Secretary-General
Ambassador Tekoah
Ralph J. Bunche

Ambassador Tekoah said that he had had two recent telephone calls from

Moscow from the father of the young Jew who had recently staged a hunger strike

acfcoss the street from the UN. That young man was now in Israel "but his

mother and father were still in Moscow. The father told Ambassador Tekoah

that he had lost his job previously and that now his wife had lost her

position, saying also that he had "been attacked recently "by "hooligans".

Ambassador Tekoah stressed the pitiful condition of these two parents

being in Moscow without work and he wondered indeed how they were surviving.

The father had expressed to Ambassador Tekoah his hope that the Secretary-

General of the United Nations could do something to help them.

U Thant observed that when he had spoken to Ambassador Malik about this

case earlier, Malik had been interested but had said that it would have been

more helpful had there been no publicity about it. U Thant endorsed this view.

Ambassador Tekoah said that he understood this but that these cases were

widely known and it was difficult to avoid publicity. He indicated that he

would try to avoid publicity on the matter he had brought up at this meeting.

Ambassador Tekoah handed to the Secretary-General two new letters

concerning request for exit permits.

U Thant said that he had it in mind to take up these cases in Moscow

when he would be there in June (at 10:kO p.m. on May 27 I heard on CBS
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radio the same account: the telephone calls from Moscow to Tekoah, the loss

of jobs by mother and father, the reference to the son and his hunger strike,

and Ambassador Tekoah's visit and appeal to the Secretary-General).
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Wotes of Meeting held in the Seeratary-General*s office
on 27 Mayj at 11:30 a.m.

Present: The Secretary-General
Lord Caradon
Ralph J. Bunche

Lord Caradon stated that he had come to inform the Secretary-General

about what transpired in the Four Power meeting on the day "before, May 26.

There was nothing promising to report from that meeting. He said that he

and the French had supported the idea of the Four Powers preparing an

interim report to "be presented to the Secretary-General either in writing

or orally. He supposed a written report would "be quite difficult. This

idea, he said, is under consideration but there has been no agreement on

it. He could only .express a hope that the Four would be able to make a

"general" report to the Secretary-General but he could not be certain when

this might be.

Lord Caradon pointed out that Ambassador Dobrynin is now back in

Washington and presumably the bilateral talks will begin. The United

States, he said, is anxious to know whether Dobrynin has come back with

anything new.

U Thant enquired whethei- it would be correct to say that the United

States is more inclined to the bilateral than to the Four Power talks.

Caradon answered this affirmatively, saying that the United States has

always been more favourable to the bilateral approach. He said that

Mr. Sisco had made that clear to him a year ago.

As to the question of a general report from the Four, Lord Caradon

said that the French Representative has plans to leave very soon and go
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home for a week. Caradon himself would "be going to England next week for

a few weeks, because of the election, and this would mean that there would

"be an elapse of time before a new Government would be formed and would take

hold. In view of these factors there will be no meeting of the Four Powers

next week and the next meeting will be held on 11 June at the United States

Mission. The Deputies would meet again tomorrow, that is May 28th.

Lord Caradon said that the French Representative had suggested that it

might be helpful for the Secretary-General to call Ambassador Jarring here

for talks even now, but Lord Caradon was of the view that this should be

only after a Four Power report was made to the Secretary-General. U Thant

expressed agreement with this position.

Lord Caradon said that all Four of the Big Powers were agreed that their

talks should continue and that the Deputies should carry on their work.



20 June 1970

Dear U Thant,

The enclosed -was handed to me in my office by Charles Yost at noon

on Saturday, 20 June. I assume that you have it, in that the U.S.

Ambassador in Moscov was to deliver it to you and Jarring on the 20th.

I had previously informed Yost that the two of you would be conferring

at dinner in Moscow on the night of the 20th.

Yost read to me the Department's cable to the U.S. Ambassador in

Moscow, including the explanations and elaborations which he was to make

orally to you and Jarring. From that you will know therefore that

the U.S. is informing the other three members of the four powers about

their move and that there is to be no public announcement about it until

the middle of next week.

Yost said that there is no direct link between this move and the

new formulations which Dobrynin brought back to Washington from Moscow.

According to Yost, there is some helpful advance in the Soviet position

on conditions for peace, particularly in that there is now acceptance of

a provision that the Arab Governments would be responsible for preventing

hostile attacks on Israel from their territories.

Yost sees the U.S. move as a "gamble". He thinks the Israelis are

likely to object to the reference to "indirect" negotiations and to the

specific reference to withdrawal. The Russians, he feels, are not likely

to be happy about the direct approach to Cairo.

In the cable of instructions to the U.S. Ambassador to Moscow, he was

to reply orally to any question about the Phantom jets which you and

Jarring might raise, that a decision had been taken not to increase the

delivery of Phantom jets to Israel at this time beyond those contracted

for in 1968 .and 69, that is 50. Of the 50 involved in the original

contracts, kk- Phantom jets have already been delivered, leaving only six

more to complete that deal. A larger number of Skyhawks remains to be

delivered.
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begin at the moment when the first stage of the withdrawal of
< • .'

occupied during the conflict of 1967 ends.

. •Paragraph II,. The Arab countries, parties to. the settlement,

mutually agree .

fy - to respect and recognize the sovereignty, territorial integrity, Inviola-
' ' ^ , . ' ' ' • • ^ . . . . . " . " . . - , . ' , - .

bility and political Independence of each other and their mutual right to live

in peace in secure and recognized borders without being subjected to threats,;
'" • '* ' , - • -'M> .. .

iise.vOf force; • ' . . ' • ' . • • • • • . •

y to ensure that any acts of

• ' *:irv*uv •c,

- • "'•" .''-:'" ' . • ; • • ' . ' . ' , . • ' ' • • ' • • . . , •• y" '̂t'.'v"r!-,'iSfS":&

r;;with use of force or threats of force against other party, will no^^S^ifS^
- - ' • - • • ' . " • ' L'iV"*! ̂ /-^r^v^li-^is^

economic,'or other reasons.

. - v i : - - ; > , - v
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TEXT* US GOVERNMENT HAS CONCLUDED THAI
& MILITARY SITUATUBH IN MIDDLE EAST AREA

SUCJH:-'C8!.nCAL POIHt THAT -FRE-SH AND INTENSIVE
OF US WHOSE L'QMG-TERP! XOTEREST REQUIRES

ftR£ NEEDED IF THERE IS TO BE AMY HOPE
PRESENT T R E N D TOWARD E V E R - E X P A H D I f c G

us is PROPOSING ro UAR < JORDAN)
HE Y PR OM PTL V BE 61 H D I S CU SB J. 0 MS • U ND EH J AR R I »

a TO WHATEVER PROCEDURES ARE R E C O M M E N D E D
THE PURPOSE OF THE A CREED I M P L E M E N T A T I O N OF

SECURITY COUNCIL R E S O L U T I O M H
% f.' ' •• •

'PROPOSING A3 A BASIS FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF
8 EFFORT, THAT THE UAR ( J O R D A N ) AND ISRAEL

TO THE F O L L O W I N G FORMULA W H I C H WOULD BE IN THE
^REPORT W H I C H THE FOUR POWERS WOULD PROPOSE

K A K E TO THE U N S Y G AS A BASIS FOR B E G I N N I N G
INDIRECT IN THE FIRST I N S T A N C E — U N D E R

AUSPICES? BEGIN QUOTE THE UAR ( J O R D A N )
ADVISE ME THAT THEY A G R E E S

I B G ACCEPTED A N D I I
OUT RESOLUTION 242 IN

i I GATED T H E I R W I L L I N G N E S S
.ALL ITS PARTS, THEY

REPRESENTATIVES TO DISCUSSIONS TO BE
AUSPlCESj, A C C O R D I N G TO S U C H PROCEDURE
ACES AND TIMES AS I MAY R E C O M M E N D ,

WO ACCOUNT AS APPROPRIATE EACH SIDE'S
TO METHOD OF PROCEDURE AND P R E V I O U S

_ B E T W E E N THE PARTIES.

HE- PURPOSE OF THE A F O R E M E N T I O M 2 D DISUCSSIOMS
AGREEMENT ON THE E S T A R L I S H K E S I T OF A JUST

Q PEACE BETWEEN THEM BASED OM H) M U T U A L
BY THE OAR ( J O R D A N ) AND ISRAEL OF

•S SOVEREIGNTY, T E R R I T O R I A L I N T E G R I T Y AMD
iNDEPEHDEHCE, AND (2 ) ISRAELI W I T H D R A W A L

tfcRa IT OKIES OCCUPIED in THE
40PPAKCE W I T H R E S O L U T I O N

196? BOTH

'^••^kJ¥X-t%t% TO FACILITATE MY T A S K OF PROHGTI
l^jj^*.i*&mimiWt AS BET FORTH IN RESOLUTION 242, '

TiSS'i'tT' ' -.. • ... ' .'{." _. '. _, "*

:'if-'^

^G
THE

OBSERVE, EFFECTIVE JULY I U H T I L
I , - T H E CEASE-FIRE R E S O L U T I O N S OF

END QUOTE
THE



The UAR (Jordan) and Israel advise me that they
agree:

(A) That having accepted and indicated their
willingness to cany out Resolution 2U2 in
all its parts, they will designate repre-
sentatives to discussions to be held under
my auspices, according to such procedure
and at such places and times as I may
recommend, taking into account as appropriate
each side's preference as to method of
procedure and previous experience between the
parties.

(B) That the purpose of the aforementioned discus-
sions is to reach agreement on the establish-
ment of a just and lasting peace between them
based on (l) mutual acknowledgment by the
UAR (Jordan) and Israel of each other's
sovereignty, territorial integrity and
political independence, and (2) Israeli with-
drawal from territories occupied in the 1967
conflict, both in accordance with Resolution 2li2.

(C) That, to facilitate my task of promoting agree-
ment as set forth in Resolution 2i;2, the parties
will strictly observe, effective July 1 until
at least October 1, the cease-fire resolutions
of the Security Council.



Unofficial translation

\ Paragraph 3. part II. Prom the moment of deposit with the UN of the con. -

eluding document or documents the parties shall refrain from acts contradicting

the cessation of the state of war arid the establishment of the state of peace,

in accordance with paragraphs 10 and 11, with the understanding that. Juridical^
and

ly, the cessation of the state of war the establishment of the state of peace

will begin at the moment when the first stage of the withdrawal of Israeli r

troops from the territories occupied during the conflict of 1967 ends. .V...-33

: .f Paragraph 11, part II. The Arab countries, parties to the settlement,

Israel mutually agree > >

- to respect and recognize the sovereignty, territorial integrity, inviola-

•' bility and political independence of each other and their mutual right to live
,*t '

: in peace in secure and recognized borders without being subjected to threats

or use of force; ' ^_':;4;

- to do all that is necessary to ensure that any acts of belligerency or

hostility, with use of force or threats of force against other party, will not -
', "-*"''.'''

" 'originate from and are not committed from within their respective territories; f , -

}^Z ,.; I "^ to refrain from intervening directly or indirectly in each other's domes1-

affairs for any political, economic, or other reasons. . .



25 June 1970

Sear (JUnnar,

Just prior to his departure from the office en route to
San Francisco for the celebration there of the 25th anniversary
of the signing of the United Nations Charter, U Thant hurriedly
gave me an account of the oral report on yesterday's meeting of
the Four Fowere which Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet of France had
made to him this morning. Êfhe Four Power meeting was held in the
afternoon of Wednesday 24 June at the French Mission.

At the Beginning of the meeting, Ambassador Malik presented
the new Soviet proposals relating to conditions for peace, which
particularly would commit the Arab States to prevent hostile actions
against Israel emanating from their territories. Ambassador Morizet
stated that Malik's presentation had been mild and conciliatory in
tone. Moriaet regarded the Soviet proposals as "far reaching" and
in line with the trench position m the matters in question.

Ambassador Hildyard of the United Kingdom spoke next (Lord
Caradon has already relinquished his post and his No. 2, Ambassador
Warner,, has not yet returned from the United Kingdom). Ambassador
Hildyard welcomed the spirit o>£ the Soviet proposal "but was unable
to eepmeat upon its substance pending receipt of instructions from
his Government.

Ambassador Yost spoke next, saying that he also welcomed the
Soviet move but he was not in position to discuss the substance of
the Soviet proposal at this stage because the United States had ,)ust
put forth a ne-w proposal. Yost did not officially present the paper
setting forth the nev US proposal because that had already been
presented individually to each of the Four. Yost said that US Secre-
tary of State Rogers would be holding a press conference on the new
OS proposals this week. $he United States, he said, is awaiting the
reactions of the three parties (Israel, Jordan and the UAB) to the

Hie Excellency
$Jr. Qunnar Jarring
S-2&&6 tiken
Sweden
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CIS proposals.

Ambassador Moriaet informed 0 $8ant that the French view on
this point is different from that of the tMtad States. ISie French
position is that It is not necessary to await the reaction of the
parties "but that the Four Powers should proceed to reach agreement
and then com© out 'With it,

Four Power© have asked their Deputies to try again to
draft a paper on the points of agreement and to have it ready for
submission aii the next meeting of the Four Powers to be held on
Wednesday, 1 Julŷ  in order to determiner if there ie a basis for
reactivating the Barring mission,

In Mr, Moriaet's personal opinion fee tJS proposal -was "very
light" as compared with the Soviet proposal,

I hope you will greatly enjoy your home leave,

With warm regards to you, ISra. Jfarring and your daughtar?

ifours sincerely,

Balph J, Bunche



SECRET

2 July 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Malik of the Soviet Union reported to me today on the results

of the Big Four meeting which took place at his Mission yesterday. He said

that the meeting started at J.OO p.m. and finished at 5-00 p.m. As chairman

of the meeting he gave the floor to the others for observations.

Mr. Warner of the United Kingdom started the discussion by welcoming the

new initiative of the Soviet Union which was presented to the Big Four at the

last meeting. He said that while the British Government would agree to go

along with the United States' original proposal regarding the validity of the

armistice lines of 19̂ -9; it is prepared to drop the words "in principle" which

is a feature of the United States proposal. Malik explained that his

Government objected to the use of the words "in principle" when the United

States first proposed them and he is glad that the British have agreed to

drop these words. According to Mr. Malik the British delegate also described

the latest Soviet proposal pertaining to the establishment of peace as clear

and concrete.

Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet of France also welcomed the new Soviet

proposal and described it as a very positive approach. He said that his

Government was in agreement with the Soviet elaboration on the conditions for

peace. When Ambassador Yost asked Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet if the French

Government had any reaction to the latest U.S. proposal, the French Permanent

Representative replied that his Government had not reacted yet since the

United States did not formally present its proposal at the last meeting of

the four Permanent Members. Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet explained that it

was not his understanding that the United States formally presented its latest

proposal to the Big Four at the last meeting for comment or discussion.

Ambassador Yost also welcomed the latest Soviet proposal on a personal

basis since he had not received any instructions from Washington. However,

the U.S. Permanent Representative expressed his desire that the Big Four

meetings should continue. Ambassador Malik told me that it was a definite
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change on the part of the United States since, in the past, the United States

was always for postponing the Big Four meeting indefinitely. Ambassador Yost

asked Ambassador Malik if the Soviet Government had any official position on

one aspect of the original U.S. proposal regarding minor rectifications or

Unsubstantial modifications regarding boundaries. Ambassador Malik replied by

posing a question whether Golan Heights, Jerusalem, Gaza and Sharm el Sheikh

were part of the "minor rectifications". Ambassador Yost replied that his

Governme nt does not consider them as within the concept of "minor rectifications"

which was a feature of the original U.S. proposal. Regarding Golan Heights

Ambassador Yost made an important statement. He said that if Syria were to

accept Security Council resolution 242 and were ready to implement it, then

the question of Golan Heights will be treated on the same basis and under the

same conditions as other areas such as Sinai or the West Bank. Ambassador Malik

told me that it was a very important policy statement on the part of the United

States.

At the meeting Ambassador Malik asked Ambassador Yost if he was aware of

Mr. Abba Eban's statement on June 21 and General Dayan's statement of June 24

to the effect that Golan Heights was not negotiable. Ambassador Yost replied

that his Government . did", not share these views.

Ambassador Malik in his statement yesterday stressed the fact that there

were three basic issues to be considered on an urgent basis: withdrawal, peace

and boundaries. He suggested that the deputies should concentrate on drafting

a memorandum covering these three aspects and submit the same for the consideration

of the Big Four at their next meeting which is scheduled for Wednesday, 15 July,

at the residence of the British representative. There was general agreement on

this proposal. Ambassador Malik said that the deputies were having their first

meeting this morning.

When I asked him for his assessment of the meeting, he said "cautiously

optimistic". He also said that the situation in the Middle East continues to

be very serious and urgent steps on the part of the Permanent Members are

called for. He also told me that the Permanent Representative of Spain (member
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of the Security Council) saw him on Tuesday and told him that he had organized

a meeting of some members of the Security Council, attended by Finland, Nepal,

Colombia and Spain. It was the general feeling at that meeting that if the

Big Four failed to come up with an agreed formulation, non-permanent members

of the Security Council should take up the question. The idea of Spain was on

the following lines: Israel withdrawal from all occupied territories and a

buffer zone to be established on both sides of the frontier and policed by

the United Nations forces. The Spanish representative told Ambassador Malik

that thi s formula was agreeable to all four members of the Security Council

which attended the meeting.

Malik also said that the Arabs were not very happy with the use of such

formulas as "solution on the basis of Security Council resolution 2̂ 2".

According to him, the Arabs do not like the formulation "on the basis of".

He also told me that if there were further important developments during my

absence from New York, the Soviet representative in Geneva would contact me

and transmit to me any information that she may have.

(He left behind a copy of tie ̂ Soviet proposal which was tabled at the

meeting yesterday.)



Unofficial translation

Paragraph 3, part II. Prom the moment of deposit with the UN of the con. -

eluding document or documents the parties shall refrain from acts contradicting

the cessation of the state of war and the1 establishment of the state of peace,
r

in accordance with paragraphs 10 and 11, with the understanding that, Juridical-
and

ly, the cessation of the state of war the establishment of the state of peace

will begin at the moment when the first stage of the withdrawal of Israeli

troops from the territories occupied during the conflict of 1967 ends.

Paragraph 11,part IE. The Arab countries/ parties to the settlement, and

Israel mutually agree

- to respect and recognize the sovereignty, territorial integrity, inviola-

bility and political independence of each other and their mutual right to live

in peace in secure and recognized borders without being subjected to threats

or use of force;

- to do all that is necessary to ensure that any acts of belligerency or

hostility, with use of force or threats of force against other party, will not

originate from and are not committed from within their respective territories;

- to refrain from intervening directly or indirectly in each other's domes1-

tic affairs for any political, economic, or other reasons.
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SECRET

16 July 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Fred Warner of the United Kingdom Mission saw me today

and reported to me on the discussions of the Big Four which took place

at his residence yesterday.

Ambassador Malik of the Soviet Union started the discussion with a

strong statement in support of the latest Soviet proposals submitted to

the other three permanent members last week. He invited a very early

reaction to these proposals. When Ambassador Buffum of the United States

asked him whether he had any reaction to the latest U.S. proposals, Malik

replied that he had no instructions from his Government regarding a reaction.

Mr. Chayet of France then spoke. He said his Government fully supported

the latest Soviet proposals and described them as "realistic and far-reaching".

When I asked Ambassador Warner if Mr. Chayet expressed any position on the

latest U.S. proposals, Mr. Warner said that the French position with regard

to the U.S. proposals was not positive. To my further question, Mr. Warner

said that in his view the French attitude towards the U.S. proposals could

not be described as completely negative.

In reply to my question., Warner said that he had welcomed the Soviet

proposals but his Govern ment (United Kingdom) would first like to get the

Soviet reaction to the U.S. proposals. In reply to my further question,

Warner said that the question of "minor rectifications or insubstantial

modifications" of the frontiers would not constitute a big problem.

Ambassador Buffum then explained in detail several aspects of the latest

U.S. proposals. He reaffirmed his Government's policy as one of a just and

stable peace in the Middle East and concluded with an appeal to the Soviet

Union for a very early response to these proposals. (Warner spoke very

highly of the manner in which Buffum made the exposition of the United States'

case.)
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Warner also said that there was general agreement that the Big Four

should meet again on 5 August. Deputies were to meet on 17 July to continue

their discussion on the drafting of a memorandum. He also said that

President Nasser's proposed statement in Cairo on 23 July would be very

important. In reply to my question, Warner said that the Israelis were

very angry at the latest U.S. proposals and he added that the Israelis were

one hundred per-centers and he himself had rather unpleasant meetings with

Ambassador Tekoah in New York.



24 July 1970

S E C R E T

The situation in the Middle East

Ambassador Zakharov of the USSR saw me today and informed me that

his government had replied to the latest United States proposal when

Ambassador Dobrynin met Secretary of State Rogers yesterday in Washington.

The Soviet reply was transmitted orally and Zakharov was instructed by his

Government to inform me also orally. The gist of the reply is as follows.

The Soviet Government believes that a political settlement of the

Middle East problem is still possible. The Soviet Government reiterates its

support of the Jarring Mission and it is clear from the various Soviet

proposals presented to the three other permanent members in the past. The

Soviet Government is in favour of a cease-fire for a limited period, as

accepted by U.A.R. and presumably by Jordan, provided that Israel also

undertakes to observe the limited cease-fire. One important factor for the

reactivation of the Jarring Mission is the announcement by both sides their

readiness to implement unequivocally the SECCO resolution 242 in all its

provisions. The guidelines on the main issues of the settlement must be:

l) Israel's withdrawal from all occupied territories (secure and recognized

boundaries on the lines which existed before June 196?); 2) establishment of

a just and lasting peace. The two aspects are interrelated.

The Soviet proposals made on 2 June 1970 at the meeting of the big four

in New York as well as to the United States Government separately had reaffirmed

the interrelated character of these two aspects.

The latest proposal of the Soviet Union is in full accord with the SECCO

resolution 242 and the Soviet Government is still awaiting the United States reply.

When Jarring Mission is reactivated the 4 big powers should be more active

with a view to formulating agreed recommendations to help Ambassador Jarring. The

Soviet Government will promote this line of action.

After Ambassador Zakharov had briefed me orally he handed over to me the

following text: (see attached).



1. I have been instructed to bring to your knowledge the/sTatement

made on July 23 by the USSR Ambassador in Washington to Secretary of

State of the USA Rogers.

2. In view of the positive attitude of the UAR and, apparently, Jordan,

towards the early renewal of Ambassador Jarring mission would not it be

advisable that you instruct Ambassador Jarring to leave for the Middle East

and to establish there preliminary contacts with the sides in conflict for

the resumption of his mission that can be done, of course, only in

case of the positive reply from Israel as well.
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25 &ti$ 1970

Brtelosed is information about the VM. response to the current WS
proposal as conveyed to t? fhant by the W> Mission. Shie seems to be
the full story, 1& was gives in confidence,,

Also enclosed is 8 l&saat's dietatod account of the U3SB response
as eoaveysd to him orally by''•fee ̂SH Mission,

fhere are radio reports h@r<* on morning of 25 July that Syrian
Clovernment has announced its "acceptance*8 of the US proposal. If
correct, that is very surprising, particularly since the 13S Mission
informs us that the HB proposal was not submitted to Bamaseus directly
or¥ to th«B best of their Knowledgê  indirectly, fh«̂ r, too, ar© surprised

by tfee Bamaseus announcement.

fhere is, at long last, some'movement? although it is too early to
eay where it *?ill lead, especially in the absence of the Israeli response.
©ur reaction here is one of guarded optimism,

fhe "0S is hoping to receive Israeli response during the week of
the g6th,

0 fhant*B thinking is that if the Israeli response is favourable,,
or at least favourable enougĥ  there should be ready agreement among the
Four, in view of the unconditional response of the USSR and since French
and British are known to be favourable, P̂he Four would then report to

U tenant who in turn would report the agreement to the Security Council
for information only. At the game time, he would ask you to reactivate,,
starting with a visit here to consider and arrange for your next steps,

Sincerely,

Ambassador Gunnar Jarring
S-2&&Q Vifeen &.]&• 3. Bundle

Under-Secrstary-Genelal



Complete set of

attachments to letter to

.Ambassador Jarring of

25 July 1970
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Amti?._Buffum explained that the UAR acceptance came first in a short oral
message given to Mr. Burgess in Cairo who conveyed it to the Secretary of
State in the cabled message reproduced "below. This was followed by a

.... written message (see 2.) . • •• "
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oral explanation of !5£H*s •written reply as reported to
If fhant "by -Ambassador Buffum and recorded lay 1JB

written reply should, not be Interpreted as placing conditions

on the WR acceptance as stressed in the oral message, $he

Goverament of the t3WB is prepared to. aaqn'troB Secretary Bogers8

proposal tiitfeoafc coaclitlons,"



Mbassafior Buffura's account of US explanation of its standstill
proposal trtdeh ^a0 given to 1HS, tJSSB, aad Jos-San simultaneously
trf.th wf.ttea presentation to them, as recorded fey

fb "be effective a cease-fire wuld ha-sre to Include an understanding that

1, Both sides «ould stop all incursions and sll firing on the

gro-ond and ia fbe air across tlie ceas«-fire liaesi

£. S§B SB^ t̂ SB wcmlS refrain from ebangiBg military status q,uo

by eKgolaciag S^fe or other new iastsdlations tn aas agreed sone west

of t&e Suea CSaaal cease-fife linsj aiast

3. feael -stJuM observe a similar etendstill on nev installations

in a edMJ&r 2Q»e east of the



U&j•4

US proposal

Both Israel and the UAR would subscribe to a restoration

of the ceasefire for at least a limited period;

Israel and the UAR (as well as Israel and Jordan) subscribe

to the following statement which would be in the form of

a report from Ambassador Jarring to the Secretary General

U Thant:

"The UAR (Jordan) and Israel advise me that they agree:

(A) that having accepted and indicated their willingness

to carry out Resolution 242 in all its parts, they will

designate representatives to discussions to be held under

my auspices, according to such procedure and at such

places and times as I may recommend, taking into account

as appropriate each side's preference as to method of

procedure and previous experience between the parties;

(B) that the purpose of the aforementioned discussions

is to reach agreement on the establishment of a just and

lasting peace between them based on (1) mutual acknow-

ledgment by the UAR (Jordan) and Israel of each other's

sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence,

and (2) Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied in the

1967 conflict, both in accordance with Resolution 242;

(C) that,to facilitate my task of promoting agreement as set

forth in Resolution 242, the parties will strictly observe,

effective July 1 until at least October 1, the ceasefire



resolutions of the Security Council-"



28 July 1970

S E C R E T

The situation in the Middle East

Ambassador Zakharov, charge1 d'affaires of the USSR mission, saw me today

and gave me the attached text and explained it to me its background. He then

asked for ray views regarding the reactivation of Ambassador Jarring1s mission.

I told him that in case Israel replied positively to the United States

proposal, and if I am informed officially about it, it is my intention to

request Amb. Jarring to come to New York for consultation with me and preliminary

contacts with the parties concerned with a view to reactivating his mission.

In my view there is a definite advantage for Amb. Jarring to come to New York

initially not only for the purposes stated above but also for contacts with the

representatives of the big four if and when necessary. On the basis of his

discussions and contacts here he can decide regarding the procedure to be

followed in line with the United States proposals. It may turn out that he

finds it desirable to stay on in New York to pursue his next step or go to

the area for contacts with the governments concerned as he did in the past,

or he may decide on a suitable headquarters close to the area, like Nicosia,

as he used to operate in the past. I explained to him the advantages of

Amb. Jarring coming over to New York in the first instance and decide on his

future line of action on the basis of his discussions and consultattions here.

Amb. Zakharov thanked me for my views and said that he would convey them to his

government.

He then asked me about the steps to be taken by the b;ig four once the positive

reply from Israel is received to enable Amb. Jarring to reactivate his mission.

I told him that in my view there are two alternative, procedures open to the

big four. The first procedure is for the big four to prepare a statement setting

forth the areas of agreement by the three parties concerned as set forth in the

United States proposal and inform the Security Council on such an agreement. Once

this document is inscribed as an official document of the Security Council I will

request Amb. Jarring to come immediately to New York and reactivate his mission

on that basis. The second alternative procedure is for the big four to present

this document to me and I, in turn, will inform the Security Council in the form

of a note from the Secretary-General. In that case also I can request Amb. Jarring

to come to New York on the same basis. He thanked me for my views and promised

to transmit them to his government.



In connection with your remarks during our talk on July 24 concerning the

place of ^LmklJjJBamNsr Ambassador Jarringjai preliminary contacts with the parties

in conflict for the renewal of his mission I have been instructed to clarify the

attitude of the Soviet Union to this question.

We know that the UAR prefers New York as a place for the resumption of

activities by Jarring. However , speaking about Jarring1 s early departure to the

**?«'*» /'**»
Middle East we did not mean the place of his mi*tiyTiit,1,ig/. We meant that Jarring

should ^o to the Middle East for preliminary contacts with the parties in conflict

in order to acquire their agreement as far as the place and the time of the

beginning of his aisiivitieaB are concerned, that is to have their agreement on

purely procedural questions. We proceeded from that there , on the spot , it

would be easier for Jarring to get the agreement of responsible representatives

of the governments of the parties to these aspects of the speediest resumption

of his mission. If you, Mr. Secretary- General , however consider it possible
i a-S ' '' ' '

to get this preliminary agreement o± the parties fin any ofne'r way tnen, ol course,

there will be no objection to it on our part.

We would like to know your point of view in this respect, having in

mind,of course,that the question of the establishment by Ambassador Jarring

of the preliminary contacts with the parties may arise only in case of the

positive reply from Israel as well.



UN R A D I O MOTES ISRAELI STATEMENT 3^

TODAY'S ISRAELI CA85NET STATEMENT AS PROVIDED BY ISRAEL!

MISSION PRESS OFFICER*COMPLETE TEXT)?

"HAV5N6 CONSIDERED THE APPEALS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE

U a S 0 A o AMD WHILE CONTINUING ITS COMMITMENT TO ITS BASIC

POLICY GUIDELINES AND AUTHORIZED STATEMENTS, THE GOVERNMENT
v»

HAS DECIDED TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LATEST PEACE INIT IATIVE OF

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND TO APPOINT 3 AT THE

APPROPRIATE TIME, A REPRESENTATIVE FOR RX PEACE NEGOTATIONS

WITHOUT PTUOR CONDITIONS UNDER THE AUSPICES OF AMBASSADOR
*

JARRING, WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION

2428 AND W!TH THE AIM OF REACHING A BINDING CONTRACTUAL

PEACE AGREEMENT.

"ISRAEL'S POSITION m RESPECT OF A CEASE-FIRE ON ALL

SECTORS, 8,NCGUD3:WG THE EGYPTIAN FRONTs ON A BASIS OF RECfPROCI,

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE RESOLUTION (CORRECT) OF THE SECURITY

COUNC5L, REMAINS IN FORCE0 TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE CLARIFICATIONS

PROVIDED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF TH7 UNITED STATES^ ISRAEL SS

PREPARED TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE PROPOSAL OF THE UNITED STATES

CONCERNING CEASE-FIRE, FOR THREE MONTHS AT LEAST, ON THE

EGYPTIAN FRONT o

"THE MINISTERIAL COMMITTEE WILL DRAFT PROPOSALS AS TO

THE PRECISE LANGUAGE OF THE REPLY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATESD
S»



SECRET

Minutes of a meeting held on Monday,

3 August 1970. at 3 p.m., in the

Secretary-General's office

Present: U.S. Secretary of State Rogers

Assistant Secretary of State Sisco

Ambassador Yost and others

United Nations Secretary-General

Ambassador Jarring

Under-Secretary-General Bunehe

Mr. Berendsen

Mr. Rogers stated that he was encouraged by recent developments

which showed some progress, particularly as they were based on discussions

with the Russians. One should not feel too much optimism. Clearly

negotiations would be long and difficult. It was a time for quiet diplomacy

and the U.S. must remain to some extent in the background.

It was encouraging to note, however, that many elements had interest

in the success of the negotiations. The Arab Governments had faced up to

their opponents in the Arab world by accepting the U.S. proposals and would

lose advantage and be subject to criticism if the negotiations did not

succeed. The Soviet Union had played some part in getting things started.

Mrs. Meir had invested something in her decision to accept the proposal and

her opponents could get capital out of any failure. The U.S. was obviously

interested since it had taken the initiative. It would be most important

for the future of the United Nations if it could bring about a favourable

settlement in what was the most explosive area in the world. The

Secretary of State said that the problems of the area were most complex

and should be approached in a step-by-step manner. However, it was

important to keep up momentum, since there were many people who would

like to sabotage talks. He had therefore come today to talk about the

first steps.

He felt that it would be better if the U.S. concentrated on getting

a cease-fire and making it effective and left the political talks to

Ambassador Jarring.
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The Secretary-General said that he was in agreement with this

division of responsibilities and pointed out that he had decided to

summon Ambassador Jarring to be immediately available on Thursday,

some 2k hours before the Israel statement of acceptance of the U.S.

proposal. However, he noted the delay in the formal reply by Israel.

Mr. Rogers stated that the U.S. expected the Israel reply on

Wednesday. However, the U.S. took the position that it had received

the acceptances of all three States and that those acceptances were

unconditional. He noted that the UAR had given a short "oral acceptance"

in writing which was unconditional and that in supplementing it with a

much longer written statement of acceptance had made it clear that the

longer statement was for public consumption. He explained/wnat the

three parties had been asked to subscribe to was a statement Ambassador

Jarring would report to the Secretary-General.

Mr. Bunche inquired what was the U.S. view of the reference in the

Israel statement that the cease-fire wxjuld apply on the Suez Canal only.

Mr, Sisco pointed out that only on the Suez front had the cease-fire been

declared to be null and void. Elsewhere, in Israel's view, and in

Jordan's too, the cease-fire was regarded as continuing in effect. Jordan

in its reply had said nothing about the critical problem of enforcing a

cease-fire of the fedayeen. However, the U.S. took the replies of all

parties as a full acceptance of a cease-fire and they also regarded a

standstill agreement as having been accepted. It was only on the Egyptian

front Z3££K£ that details had to be worked out.

Mr. Rogers noted that Israel had wanted Jordan to make a public

commitment that the cease-fire applied to the fedayeen. King Hussein

felt that it should, but could not for political reasons say so, and

Israel ̂ SflsSflXjBES its reply to help Hussein to maintain his position.

Mr. Sisco stated that under the cease-fire Jordan would be obliged

to stop all violations, though he agreed there would be practical

difficulties.

Mr, Rogers noted that if the fedayeen did not observe the cease-

fire agreement Israel might exercise its right of self-defence.
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The Secretary-General noted that since all parties had accepted

the U.S. proposal Ambassador Jarring could write to him in the terms

of its text.

Mr. Rogers said that it was intended to reschedule the four-Power

meeting for Thursday, when the U.S. would inform the other Powers of the

acceptance of its proposal and expected to get their endorsement.

Ambassador Jarring could, at the same time, notify the Secretary-

General of the same information, whereupon the Secretary-General could

report to the Security Council for information in a document which could

"be published say on Friday. If the cease-fire could "be announced on

Saturday or the following Monday, it would keep up the momemtum.

Ambassador Jarring noted that the U.S. proposal implied that the

partied had informed him personally of their acceptances of the proposal,

which was not yet the case. It was desirable that they should do so

so that his letter to the Secretary-General should be formally correct.

Mr. Siseo confirmed that the parties had cleared the U.S. proposal

in the form of a report from Ambassador Jarring to the Secretary-General.

The U.S. could ask the delegations to get in touch with Ambassador Jarring

and confirm/Government's acceptance of its text. With respect to the

formal Israel reply, he noted that there was likely to be a debate in the

Israel Parliament on Tuesday* in the course of which a vote of confidence

would take place, which the Government would win. However, the U.S.

already had in confidence Israel's unconditional acceptance of the text.

Mr. Rogers reiterated there was no doubt that all the Governments

concerned had accepted the U.S. text. One should accept the positive

and unconditional fact of acceptance and not the reservations and

clarifications which were part of the negotiating positions of the
, _ . concerned or
delegations of the Governments gjBKS&XHSitxxaxi designed to satisfy their

constituencies. He noted that Israel had formally accepted withdrawal

of its troops and that the Arab States had agreed in principle to

acknowledge Israel. He felt that as soon as the report was released

on Friday consideration should be given to organizing meetings. The

parties would have to X8£f§K£8$ representatives, which he understood

they were already thinking about. He felt that perhaps it would be



desirable to hold an initial series of meetings in one place for

establishing modalities and then perhaps move to a permanent meeting

place elsewhere.
Ambassador Jarring noted that vhile the Arabs had agreed to

indirect meetings only, Israel accepted indirect meetings only at

first and expected direct meetings at a later stage.
Mr. Sisco said that it was clear that the meetings would be

indirect at first and that there was no need to be concerned at that

stage about a later situation. There was, however, as indicated in

the Secretary of State's letter to Foreign Minister Riad a presumption

that the UAR would eventually accept direct talks.

Mr. Rogers hoped that one could get away about talk about

direct or indirecî v̂wasSlsirable to have the best set up possible

with the closest proximity between various delegations. If possible

in the same hotel. If the parties agreed, the issue would disappear.

He felt that Ambassador Jarring should make definite recommendations

as to the initial procedure and, thereafter, "play it by ear".

The Secretary-General hoped that for his report to be issued on

Friday it would be possible to set a definite date for the cease-fire.

Mr. Sisco noted that each party had agreed that the cease-fire was

not a precondition for the negotiations, which should proceed irrespective
wasof whether a cease-fire is agreed to or not.

After further discussion, it was agreed by all that the reference

in the agreed text to a July first date for a cease-fire should be

maintained in the published report unless another date had been fixed

by the time the report is issued, but that there should be a footnote

by the United Nations Secretariat explaining the circumstances.

Mr*. Bunche inquired which UAR reply should be included in the

Secretary-General's report.

Messrs. Rogers and Sisco both replied that in their views it

was best not to publish any, but merely to note that the parties had

accepted the text.

The question arose as to whether there should be reference to the

attitude of the four Powers in the report to be published by the

Secretary-General.
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Mr. Rogers considered that, particularly in view of the Israel

attitude, it would "be unwise to involve the four Powers in the reporting

procedure and that the xilx procedure was to report the progress to the

Secretary-General through Ambassador Jarring.

Ambassador Yost noted that he would inform the Secretary-General on

the results of the four-Power meeting when it took place.

Mr. Sisco noted that the four-Power meetings were thoi£ of only an

informal ad hoe group. The best procedure was for the document to be

transmitted to the Security Council as from Ambassador Jarring with only

a minimum embellishment of satisfaction on the part of the Secretary-

General.

Mr̂  Bunche inquired whether the report should note that the four Powers

endorsed the recommendation.

Mr. Rogers considered that it would be enough if Ambassador Yost

announced that endorsement after the meeting.

Ambassador Yost agreed to do so.

The Secretary-General inquired whether the four-Power talks would

continue while Ambassador Jarring proceeded with his mission.

Mr. Rogers replied in the affirmative and noted that the two-Power

talks also would continue.

The Secretary-General noted that the UAR in its reply had stated that

the four Powers should give explicit directives to Ambassador Jarring.

Mr. Sisco stated that that was their view, but said that that was not

a precondition for beginning talks.

The Secretary-General inquired whether the U.S. had given consideration

to the question of Palestinian refugees.

Mr. Rogers replied that much thought had been given. However, the

problem silinuch too complex to be considered as a whole and moreover it

would be desirable to consider easier problems first. On the question of

refugees, there appeared to be a middle ground which would allow the

principle of choice to be observed while keeping the number of refugees
according to Sawzi

within the capacity of Israel to absorb. He noted that/only 100,000
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refugees would wish to return to Israel, and Israel could accept that.

Negotiations must find a way to observe both principles.

Mr. Bunche noted that in Paris in 1951 Israel had been ready to

accept 200,000 refugees and could have been persuaded to accept 300,000.

Ambassador Jarring raised the question of "Palestinians", as

distinct from Palestine refugees.

Mr. Sisco thought that the question of Palestinians keould be left

for later in the negotiations. He felt that in due course the Arab
need

States would find a $Sft8 to bring the Palestinians in the negotiations,

perhaps in an active r6le or by checking proposals with them. They should

not, however, be included at the earliest stage.

Mr.. Rogers suggested the following order of difficulties according

to which items should be brought up:

Right of passage

Peace and security

Withdrawal of Israel troops, and later

Border questions

If the parties started discussing such items, the U.S. and the USSR

would be in a position to size up the positions and bring useful influence

to bear.

Mr. Bunche inquired if there was any reason why Ambassador Jarring

should not embrace the Russian formula on "hostile acts".

Mr. Sisco stated the U.S. agreed in substance with that formula, but

had some suggestions of language to propose. He noted that if the parties

would put forward substantive proposals that was the best way of starting

the process of negotiation. The U.S. and the USSR could help in bridging

differences which then arose. He noted that with regard to the Suez

Canal there was substantial agreement except whether there should be a

reference to the Constantinople Convention.

Mr. Bunche inquired whether the U.S. had any view as to the locale

of the negotiations.

Mr. Sisco noted that the UAR would prefer New York» at first at

the Permanent Representative level with a graduation to the Foreign

Minister level at the opening of the General Assembly. Jordan wished
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to "begin at Foreign Minister level, preferably at Nicosia. Israel was
likely to suggest the Foreign Minister level, but •was likely to go along

with suggestions.as to locale.
Messrs. Rogers and Siseo agreed that if Ambassador Jarring took a

firm stand on the place of discussions, after discussion with the parties,

they would go along.

They agreed with Ambassador Jarring that the discussions, as in

previous cases, should be with the Foreign Ministers and felt that after

the acceptance of the new proposal and with the increased public interest

the parties would have to conform.

They felt that a trip by the Ambassador to the area, particularly to

Amman, would be highly risky and inadvisable. Moreover, with the

improvement in the stature of the Ambassador, they did not feel that the

Ambassador should go around to meet the parties, but should convene them

to a common place.

Ambassador Jarring indicated that he had told the parties that he had
no intention of resuming his rounds of visits in the area.

Mr. Rogers stressed the need of providing Ambassador Jarring with an

adequate staff.
that he was

The jtecretary-General replied hacxksc prepared to provide all necessary
staff.

In reply to a question by the Secretary-General, Mr. Rogers said that

he intended to inform the press that he had had a useful discussion and tat

had reported on recent developments. He would note that the U.S. had

received oral acceptance of its proposal from the parties and thought

that the time had now come for quiet diplomacy. In that respect, he noted

that the parties had adopted a very discreet attitude during the consideration

of the U.S. initiative; so much so that the UAR acceptance of the proposal

had come as a pleasant surprise. The Secretary of State concluded that

the U.S. wanted to do what the United Nations wanted, but not to be too forward he

asked the Secretary-General to let him know what help was necessary.

Mr. Bunche inquired about the policing of the cease-fire.
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Mr. Sisco replied that it was largely to be regarded as a do-it-

yourself cease-fire and would incorporate a military standstill. The

question of verification is being discussed. Each side would utilize

its own means. The possibility of a reporting r6le for UWTSO was being

explored, but in a cautious manner. In any case, the question of a

cease-fire should not delay Ambassador Jarring from beginning his work

as the cease-fire was not a precondition.

The meeting rose at k.kQ p.m.
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I am presenting to you a statement of the Israel

Government's acceptance of the U. S. Government peace

initiative. The Israel Government is prepared to designate a

representative to discussions to be held under your auspices

with the U.A.R. (Jordan) in accordance with para ^ of your state-

ment. Having made our views clear in our statement we wish •

to draw your attention to para 4 in which it is stated that Israel

will participate in these discussions without any prior conditions.

It-**
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SECRET

19 August 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet of France saw me today and reported to

me on the deliberations of the Big Four Representatives at his residence

this morning. The following points were brought up:

1. The British delegate (Ambassador Fred Warner) made a statement

endorsing the Soviet proposal which was made on 18 June regarding peace

in the Middle East. The British had only one reservation, namely, that

part of the Soviet proposal which requires two stages in Israeli withdrawal

from Sinai. Warner said that the British Government would prefer a

single stage withdrawal. So far, the United States delegate had not

reacted in any way to the Soviet proposal since in his (Kosciusko-Morizet)

view the United States Government wanted to pursue the progress of its

own peace proposals for the moment. In reply to my question,

Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet said that he personally thought that there

was some sort of understanding between the United States and the

Soviet Union on their respective proposals.

2. It was also decided to continue to delegate to the four deputies

to draft a memorandum for the consideration of the Big Four at their

next meeting which is scheduled for Wednesday, 2 September, at the

Soviet Mission. There was a general feeling that the memorandum should

include some reference to the collective attitude towards the Soviet

proposal.

3« It was further agreed that the Permanent Representative who

happens to preside over the Big Four meeting should continue to report

to the Secretary-General regarding the proceedings of that particular

meeting as in the past. It was also agreed that the presiding Permanent

Representative should also brief from time to time the President of the

Security Council as in the past. There was a general feeling also that

the Permanent Representatives of the Big Four should get in touch with

Ambassador Jarring individually if and when necessary.

k. In considering the statement to be made to the press by

Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet at the conclusion of the meeting, there



Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet - 2 - 19 August 1970

was general agreement to stick to generalities and the announcement

of the date of the next meeting. The United States representative

did not want to mention publicly the collective attitude of the

Big Four in view of the sensitivities of the Israel Government in

this regard. He said he made a short statement to the press at the

conclusion of the meeting.



SECRET

k September 19?0

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Zakharov, Acting Permanent Representative of the

Soviet Union, saw me today and reported to me on the proceedings

of the Big Four meeting which took place in the Soviet Mission on

2 September.

He said that he asked for the reaction of the United States to

the Soviet proposal which was presented in June. The United States

representative replied that he had not received any instruction

from Washington on that matter. After a general exchange of views

on the current situation in the Middle East, the meeting was adjourned

until 14 September.

Then Zakharov left with me the attached paper which he said

represented his personal views on the position of the three other

representatives.

cc: Dr. Bunche
Ambassador Jarring



The position of the participants of the Four as they were
expressed during the meeting of 2 September appeared to be the
following.

The United States (Jost) make a stress on the necessity to
fulfill the provisions of cease-fire. They connect the strict fulfillment
of cease-fire provisions with the sucess of the contacts of the
parties through Jarring. They stress that precarious situation in the
region M aggravated would make it impossible the discussions through
Jarring on the question of political settlement of the conflict. They
stressed their efforts directed towards to preservations of the cease-
fire and the discussions through Jarring. It appeared that they are not
enthusiastic with regard to the posibility of activisation of the work
of the Four.

France (Kosciusko-Morizet) definitly in favour of the activisation of
the Four with the view of the preparation at least of some "elements
of settlement" for Jarring. By doing so, in their view, the Four in
present circumstances could make definite contribution to the cause
of peaceful settlement and to the forces of peace. The French consider
it useful to conduct the consultations of the Four during the session
of the General Assembly.

Britain (Warner) seemed disturbed by the lack of progress in the mission
of Jarring and the by absence of the representative of Israel at the
consultations through Jarring. They considered it useful to prepare in
the working group of the Four, possibly before the session of General As-
sembly, some kind of a summary document of the results of the consul-
tations of the Four.

The representatives of the three western powers spoke in general
terms of useful practice of the meeting of foreign ministers of the
four powers on Meadle East problem similar to the last year meeting.

f



Israel's acceptance of the U.S. peace initiative according to its decision
of August 4th, 19,70,, and the appointment of a representative to the talks under
the auspices of Ambassador Jarring are still in effect.

The Government of Egypt has gravely violated*the ceasefire-standstill
agreement, and'this violation is continuing without letup.

The strictest observance of the cea.sefire-stand.still agreement is one of
the central elements of the American peace initiative and of the talks under
the auspices of Ambassador Jarring. Therefore, so long as the ceasefire-stand-
still agreement is not observed in its entirety, and the original situation
restored, Israel will not be able to participate in these talks,

Ambassador Tekoah, who is returning to his post as head of the permanent
delegation of Israel at the U . N . , has been authorized to bring this decision of
the Government of Israel to the 'attention of Ambassador Jarring.

"77



Mr. Ttelsosh's Brief &r?« M'fcsr Re
" t^pfa*^ V-?- • fatr -

8 September 1970

Ambassador Teltoah (Israel) met with Correspondents and TV cren/s autsi.de

the Secretariat lobby. These notes cover the complete briefing.

In an opening statement, ho said he had sesn Mr» Jarring to Inform him of

tits decision of the Israeli Govermicnt of § 6 Gepteaber T«?hich etressfcd the

gravity of the Ê rptlan violations of the cease fire-standstill agreeaent;

emphasised that the cease fire standstill agreement was one central part of the

US Initiatlvej end determined that 03 long aa the cease fir® standstill

agreement, is aot striclty observes and the situation restored to what it had -been

Israel is unable to participate in1 the talks. Es said the Governaeat declaration

elso pointed out that Israel had accepted the U3 peaco initiative sM nominated

a representative to talk vith Kr. Jasrring end that decision ressainei in effect.

He W&Q asked If the decision saeaKt that Israel \-ssuM not parfcicipats In the

talk© so long as the missiles resatn. Mre Tekoah ©aid the Israsll dec»siion ̂ ms

very clear irdeed. Eier® could b© no doubt that Egypt P supported by the

Soviet Union, bad used the cease fire standstill as a screen to violate the

lirternatiosal obligations EiJbs entailed and to change vesy gravoly the security

belanee of the area. The tirse had come to call a spade a apa-2a« Cairo eusi Moscow

siust be laughing with derision at the cats Ma irorld as they corjtifisis to violate

th® first wxlerteMng that th© partiea bad ©srsed to for nsaa-ly a nonth now.

He said he hoped tJiere vould now ba an teproves'sent in. the situation and a fiasa -

reaction by t.h<jse coneerasd .

As?se4 if ther® ijas may a total collapee of the ta3.ko» hs said there should b

fee RO doubt that, Israel desired to explore every passible effort for ss
s

•4.

sgressssnifcs with Its Amb



~" '" Rlt^iT'Tbs
.4 cosi"e--porirV:'p.t said there rcere reports t^at Israel hnl c.n K!.;- t •-.;.;::' .-.^ peace

plan. Had this been discussed with Mr. Jarring and Bs;V.vdtte3. to Ms. Mr.
*

Tekoah said tli© only question token up with Mr. Jarring waa the Israeli Cart.

decision about ^Meh he had Infomed Mr; Jarring. Asked x?hafc xras rtr. Jarr ing's

reaction, he said that was a question for Mr. Jarring.
?

To a question on whether ha expected to EGO Mr. Jarrias ©.{jriti In

future, Mr. Tekosh r@pli.cd that the eeMnet iK^Jf decision xras very clear*/
As long as the violations continued and until the ceas© fire standstill

agreement was fully observed In its entirety and the situation restored. Israel

•fcjas unable to take part in the talks. It was not isportaRt when he would r,ee

Mr. Jarring o^aJjn. Vnat wtia iHtportant was the situation in the Middle East

vb®re there was a general wava of lawlessness expressed by the serious violations

of Egypt In nsgoyti. to the cesus® fire gtanflati.il eijrecr.ent but also by otiisi1

i

crlsoa sueh as the hijackings «, 2Ji his view there was a clear pattern involved

with the fealing i» the Arab capitals that they coaM ccatinue to violate
*

international lot? and their obligations at^i to pursue Icyles sncas« In his view,

any ss^a^nsgotiatloas between any Government asd the hijackers ^roulci "be to give-

in to blaelassil aral to encourage the terrorist organisations to continue.

Ke said the international ccsimizaity hgjd the right to expect that the Ara-Jj

GoverasBents subscribed to intes-national law and their obligations in regard to

eetlona on their t©j*rito3.T« %£ Jordan could .not faTaituateQ_this the question was
f/^y -^y^'^iWyCf~

raised' of what could Jordan trndertalia a«d iraptsr^&pelcu'inr vis a vie I0r©slB

other cotnatrles ©ssd th© International ccs:«unity as a, whole.

Ke waa as&^d. if he was as^rteg tliat the Jordan Goverasnt could not opsalt for

Jofffisn Iti the tallsa. Us said overy Govieraasnt bad to sc© that, e-vents took place

on its territory in accordance vith international Isn^o Cairo had aUoued on©
/>

fX. --^Tv^jT1. ft /}T-<
In ep,a ttie tsrs'orlst.® to blow It up. |̂-p,sa'"haa a dcr.s cothtog

hi jacked -T^reiyUjners on It® territoxy. L baixon had allowed e?^

experts to fccarfi oa® of tSta pieties, Tas least that should bs expected of tU



that they abide fey thslr laterastional obligations aiifl sesif that
\

of this Kind aid not continue. Hwevar, the internationeJL coESiuaity

had &hc\tn an attitude of eoraplacency for too longs Aa e.i:er»ple was the

Security Coxiacil decision of Saturday vhlch we^5 a r«so3.ution of rescxie for ths
?

terrorist organiaistlotus. This had occurred only the day before tha hijackings,,

Unless the international ccasraunity arsd tiie Ar~ab Qoveraacnts took effect ive
f

measures? the situation would continue to deteriorate.

Us vas asked again if he votilcl see Mr. Jarring again9 and he repeated

that that was «ot the qusstioB today. 'Hie question was th© esd of the

violatiotjs of the ceaas fir® standstill agreement9 the hijackings and lawlessness

in the Middle East aiod the response of the international coosiuiity.



Mr. Tekoah's Briefing After Seeing Mr. Jarring

8 September 1970

Ambassador Tekoah (Israel) met with, correspondents and TV crews outside

the Secretariat lobby. These notes cover the complete briefing.

In an opening statement, he said he had seen Mr. Jarring to inform him of

the decision of the Israeli Government of £ 6 September which stressed the

gravity of the Egyptian violations of the cease fire-standstill agreement;

emphasized that the cease-fire standstill agreement was one central part of the

US initiative; and determined that as long as the cease fire standstill

agreement is not striclty observed and the situation restored to what it had been

Israel is unable to participate in the talks. He said the Government declaration

also pointed out that Israel had accepted the US peace initiative and nominated

a representative to talk with Mr. Jarring and that decision remained in effect.

He was asked if the decision meant that Israel would not participate in the

talks so long as the missiles remain. Mr. Tekoah said the Israeli decision was

very clear indeed. There could be no doubt that Egypt, supported by the

Soviet Union, had used the cease fire standstill as a screen to violate the

international obligations aH±x entailed and to change very gravely the security

balance of the area. The time had come to call a spade a spade. Cairo and Moscow

must be laughing with derision at the outside world as they continue to violate

the first undertaking that the parties had agreed to for nearly a month now.

He said he hoped there would now be an improvement in the situation and a firm

reaction by those concerned.

Asked if there was now a total collapse of the talks, he said there should fe

be no doubt that Israel desired to explore every possible effort for a; peace

agreements with its Arab neighbours.



alternate
A correspondent said there were reports that Israel had an madsim&is peace

plan. Had this been discussed with Mr. Jarring and submitted to him. Mr.

Tekoah said the only question taken up with Mr. Jarring was the Israeli Govt.

decision about which he had informed Mr. Jarring. Asked what was Mr. Jarring's

reaction, he said that was a question for Mr. Jarring.

To a question on whether he expected to see Mr. Jarring again in thenear

future, Mr. Tekoah replied that the cabinet dâ gt decision was very clear.

As long as the violations continued and until the cease fire standstill

agreement was fully observed in its entirety and the situation restored Israel

was unable to take part in the talks. It was not important when he would see

Mr. Jarring again. What was important was the situation in the Middle East

where there was a general wave of lawlessness expressed by the serious violations

of Egypt in regard to the ceass fire standstill agreement but also by other

crimes such as the hijackings. In his view there was a clear pattern involved

with the feeling in the Arab capitals that they could continue to violate

international law and their obligations and to pursue lawlessness. In his view,

any rwe negotiations between any Government and the hijackers would be to give

in to blackmail and to encourage the terrorist organizations to continue.

He said the international community had the right to expect that the Arab

Governments subscribed to international law and their obligations in regard to

actions on their territory. If Jordan could not guarantee this the question was

raised of what could Jordan undertake and imf̂ we impelemtn vis a vis Israel,

other countries and the international community as a whole.

He was asked if he was saying that the Jordan Goverment could not speak for

Jordan in the talks. He said every Government had to see that events took place

on its territory in accordance with international law. Cairo had allowed one
tWMVAVs

airliner in and the terrorists to blow it up. &-BJSWI had $ done nothing about

the jS hijacked r̂ airliners on its territory. Lebanon had allowed explosive
p

experts to board one of the planes. The least that should be expected of the Arab



Gov^Ements was that they abide by their international obligations and saw that

crimes of this kind did not continue. However, the international community

had shown an attitude of complacency for too long. An example was the

Security Council decision of Saturday which was a resolution of rescue for the

terrorist organizations. This had occurred only the day before the hijackings.

Unless the international community and the Arab Governments took effective

measures, the situation would continue to deteriorate.

He was asked again if he would see Mr. Jarring again, and he repeated

that that was not the question today. The question was the end of the

violations of the cease fire standstill agreement, the hijackings and lawlessness

in the Middle East and the response of the international community.



SECRET

1 October 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Yost saw me today and reported to me on the meeting of the

Big Four which took place at his residence yesterday. He said that he

started the discussion with a strong plea for the rectification of

the installations on the UAR side of the Suez Canal to positions prior

to 7 August 1970- He said that without such rectifications, Israel

would not resume discussions with Ambassador Jarring and the United States

could not justify any instance on Israel to resume discussions with

Ambassador Jarring without any move on the part of the UAR.

Ambassador Kosciusko-Morizet of France said that in the view of

his Government the resumption of talks with Ambassador Jarring by all

parties was important and the Big Four should impress upon the parties

to resume such talks. Regarding "rectifications" it was purely a

matter between the United States, the UAR and Israel.

Sir Colin Crowe of the United Kingdom also mentioned the need for

rectification of installations on the part of the UAR but at the same

time his Government felt that negotiations by the parties with

Ambassador Jarring were urgent. In reply to my question, Ambassador Yost

said that the British representative did not link the resumption of

talks with Ambassador Jarring with the rectifications of UAR installations.

Ambassador Malik of the Soviet Union made a strong diatribe against

the United States and Israel for "deliberately stalling" negotiations

with Ambassador Jarring. In his view there was no reason to suspend

discussions with Ambassador Jarring and it was up to the Big Four to

put pressure on Israel to resume talks immediately. Ambassador Yost

replied that in his Government's view, without the necessary rectifications

it did not see any early prospect of Israel resuming the talks with

Ambassador Jarring.

Regarding the meeting of the Deputies, according to Ambassador Yost,

there were differences of opinion. The Soviet Union and France wanted

the Deputies to continue drafting a memorandum on the areas of agreement

as well as on areas of disagreement. The United States continued to

hold the view that it was for the heads of delegations to deal with

such a document and that the task should not be assigned to the Deputies.



Ambassador Yost - 2 - 1 October 1970

In any case the meeting of the Deputies was scheduled for Tuesday,

6 October. The next meeting of the Big Four is scheduled for 3 p.m.

on Monday, 12 October, at the residence of the French Permanent

Representative.



15 October 1970

At U Thant's lunch for the Soviet Delegation to the General Assembly

today, 13 October, I sat next to Anatoly Dobrynin. In the course of our

chatting we got on the subject of the Washington talks on the Middle East.

He told me he had not been having any talks recently, but that Gromyko

and Rogers would be talking on Friday here and that he would be picking

up where Gromyko and Rogers left off. He spoke very disparagingly of

Sisco, saying that Sisco was shifty in his positions, obviously much

influenced by the pressure on him in numerous visits and calls he was

receiving from Jewish leaders, and often took outright pro-Israel

positions in the talks. Rogers, he felt, was sincere, but really

knew very little about the problem and depended very much on what

Sisco would tell him. He thought that Rogers would take a more objective

position than Wixon who clearly was influenced by domestic political

cons iderat ions.

Dobrynin was quite excited when he got on the subject of the

missile sites, charging that the United States, which was supplying

offensive weapons to Israel, really had no basis for complaining about

Russian SAMs on Egyptian territory since SAMs could, only be used for

defensive purposes and the Israelis were occupying one third of Egyptian

territory. He went on to make it clear that the Russian position would

be very firm on this, adding that the Russian position in the Middle

East now is "not bad". He said although the United States had claimed

that the Russians were being consulted on the US initiative, they were

given no word about the standstill agreement until it was announced

and even then they were never given any paper on it. The Egyptians,

he said, had informed the Russians that they had not signed any such

agreement.
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Record of fa meeting with Secretary of State Rogers
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Participants; United States Secretary of State Rogers
Ambassador Yost
Assistant Secretary of State Sisco
Ambassador Pedersen

United Ifetions fhe Secretary-General
Br* Bunene
Ambassador Jarring

Hr. Bogeys said that it was too early to make predictions about the
future. Sowever, it certainly could not be said that the United States
initiative had failed. His Government intended quietly to see if it could
be continued, since there was no alternative available. It seemed that the
parties wished to continue the cease-fire. However, the United States was
seriously concerned about the effect which a General Assembly debate might
have on the initiative. The United States had been reluctant at first to
accept the charge that there had. been a violation of the standstill cease-
fire. Indeed, at this moment there was no dear evidence that new missiles
had been introduced into the cease-fire standstill zone, although it -was
probable that that was the case, VJhat was abundantly clear was that a
number of missile sites which had not existed before the cease-fire had
been constructed in a most elaborate manner. The missile sites had in
general been moved much closer to tfee Canal itself.

The Secretary*General inquired if Secretary of State Eogers had
raised this question with Foreign Minister Riad on the previous day.

Mr. Rogers replied that he had not wished to press the Foreign
Minister, who had, however, given unconvincing accounts that the missiles
had merely been redeployed. (Mr» Eogers also regarded as unconvincing the
USSE denials that they had not been involved is the missile violation.)
Rather he wished to re-establish relations of good will with a view to

having the cease-fire extended. He hoped that it would be possible to
offer some fora of hope of future talks, with which Foreign Minister Eiad

A..
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could satisfy elements in Ms Government so that the cease-fire could
be prolonged. It was also necessary to work for seme measures of
rectification on the United Arab Republic side which would induce Israel
to return to the talks. The United States would work hard at this problem
during the period until 26 October,

Mr. Sisco emphasised that the prospective General Assembly debate
on the Middle East posed grave risks to the continuation of the United
States initiative and indeed of the search for peace under Security
Council resolution 242. Any resolution presented in the General Assembly ,
even if introduced in relatively Btoderate terms at first, would be subject
to amendments by Arab States with extremist views and would certainly be
unacceptable to Israel, which was likely to take that as an excuse for
withdrawing from the ccamaitments which it has roede under the United States
initiative.

Mr« Rogers emphasized that it had been a matter of extreme difficulty
to get those Israeli ceroitBients, which had come only after a Cabinet
crisis. This fact made it difficult for him to understand why the United
Arab Eepublic had violated the cease-fire in the manner in which it had
done, :

The Segretary-Seneral inquired what was the background of press
reports that the United States had recognised that the Palestinians should
have a standing in the peace-making.

said that the reports had arisen frosi briefings which he
had given at Hartford, in which, however, after noting that Palestinians
appeared to want a political entity of their own and that most of them
appeared to desire a political Solution, he had escpressed the view that
their interests must be duly provided for in an eventual solution. No
doubt at a later stage of peace-Baking, it might be necessary for their
interests to be duly represented. It was for the Palestinians, and not
for Washington, to work out ths details of their future. There was no
official United States position on the question.

Mr. _ Rogers confirmed that the United States did not exclude the
principle of a separate state,



The Secretarŷ eneral inquired what was the United States reaction
to the recent article giving the Soviet position on a Middle East solution.

Mr* Sjsco repeated Me public comment about "sour vine in new bottles".
It was the Soviet proposal of Jtine 1969 with the two modifications of
June 19TO. It had prestsaably been unveiled with the intention of influencing
the General Assembly debate. In addition, the Soviet proposal was based
on a philosophy of laying dovn guidelines t while the United States sought

to promote negotiations.
said that the reluctance of Israel to participate in

negotiations was because it saw a chance that they would succeed. There
was a large area of agreement and on points of disagreement the United
States was prepared to seek practical solutions when Ambassador Jarring
met difficulty by holding discussions snong the Big Four. A blueprint
could not work in this ease any more than in labour negotiations. One
should try to overcome Israeli reluctance and start negotiations.

ffiie Secretary-general said that the psychological attitude would be
changed »uch for the better if Israel could be persuaded to accept bach
in the West Bank the 500,000 persons who had been displaced for the second
time in the 196? war.

lr.T .SljBco said that the United States had made a number of such
approaches in the past year, but not in the iBBiediate past. He agreed
that it would be a good idea to make another attempt.

]Rr« Buache inquired why the Israelis were so adsiaant that there
should be no talks unless the missiles were withdrawn* talks could well
take place confidentially as in the recent brealdTast tseeting between
'Eban and .Jarring.

MP> Rogers felt that the Israelis were leery about negotiations,
because tĥ y felt vulnerable to pressure. Nevertheless the United States
was trying to persuade them that the alternative to negotiations was
a long-lasting state of war with the Arab States. On the other hand,
the United Arab Republic had undercut the United States position by
its missile violations, which were so much against its true interests



that the United States had been reluctant to confirm them and had delayed
doing so as long as possible*

Kc. Bogers noted that not mzch tioe had been lost by the missile
dispute as the civil var in Jordan and the need of the new Government
in the United Arab Bepublic would inevitably have caused delay. He
felt moreover that there -was a reluctance on the side of both Israel
and the United Arab Bepublie to resume the fighting. However, the General
Assembly debate loomed,

Ambassador iFarrinff felt that the debate could be avoided if Israel
returned to the taUss. Moreover, in that ease, the United Arab Bepublie
might find it possible to agree to a prolongation of the cease-fire.

Iftr̂  Beggrs agreed. In another connexion, he noted that the United
Arab Bepublie violations had had serious military significance, while
the Israeli violations had consisted only of overflights.

Mr, Banche saieL that Israeli overflights had been noted by United
Nations observers, but had not been reported to the Security Council
as there had been no breach of the cease-fire.

Mr» Bogers noted that it could not be expected that the United
Arab Republic would publicly admit that it had violated the cease-fire.

meeting ended at lg>15 p»*a» on .receipt: of. the
news that: jgtereiffn Minister BJJEUJ of the United Arab
Bepublie -was about to speak in the General Assembly



16 October 1970

TO: THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

For your file.



Notes of meeting in the Secretary-General's office on 16 October 1970

_ at 4:30 p.m. _

Present: The Secretary-General
Foreign Minister Riad
Ambassador Gohar
Mr. Mohamed Riad
Ralph J. Bunche

The Foreign Minister said that he had been adhering to "quiet

diplomacy" on the Middle East question for 3 years but it had not

produced results. Thus he had decided that it would be advisable

to have a full debate on the question in the General Assembly with

the purpose of reaffirming and reinforcing the Security Council

resolution

The Minister said that he had found the US to be primarily

concerned now with the extension of the cease-fire. The UAR position

on the extension of the cease-fire, however, was not yet firm. The

UAR military leaders had orders to maintain the cease-fire until

November 5th. They would require new orders for an extension beyond

then and if there was to be an extension there would have to be an

explanation to them for it. That explanation could only be that

there was some real progress under the US initiative in the sense

of serious talks with Ambassador Jarring. In any case, he said,

there would not be another 90-day extension since the UAR would

wish to dissipate the idea of a series of 3-month extensions. There

could be an extension for 30 days or 60 days and then a further

extension for a month if there could be a progress report from

Jarring to the Secretary-General and from the Secretary -General

to the Security Council, indicating that some substantive progress

was being made in the talks. The Foreign Minister definitely and

firmly linked talks with Jarring with an extension of the cease-fire.

He thought that the approach to a resumption of talks with

Jarring could come about by a call by the Four Powers for a resumption
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of the talks or "by a direct approach to Jarring "by the Israelis. But,

in any case, Mr. Riad regarded it as essential that there be a progress

report of a substantive nature by Jarring to the Security Council regarding

his talks within 60 days.

The Foreign Minister vigourously rejected any idea of any removal

of missiles from the Suez area. He stressed the fact that the Egyptian

public was not at all understanding or enthusiastic about the cease-fire

and that only President Nasser could have entered into it. They were

not concerned about casualties so long as Egyptian territory was under

occupation.

He cited the experiences of Poland and West Germany in accepting

for extended periods status quo situati ons which ultimately become

faits accomplis, emphasising that the U.AR was not going to let that

happen in Sinai.

Mr. Riad spoke very favourably of Mr. Rogers, saying that he

believed that the Rogers Plan had been earnestly advanced by him

but that Zionist influence on US policy had been steadily increasing

and he doubted that there would be much change in US policy in the

Middle East after the November elections. He added that most people

in Egypt felt that the US Plan had been a trick from the beginning

but he did not share this view,

Mr. Riad thought that the debate on the Middle East question

in the General Assembly could be finished in about a week, but this

would depend very largely on the position which the US would take.

He said that in his view the resolution to be adopted ought to

cover Security Council resolution 2̂ 2, call unconditionally for

withdrawal of Israeli forces, and give attention to the problem

of the Palestinians.



DRAFT DECLARATION OF THE MINISTERS OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

OF THE

FOUR PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

23rd October 1970.

The Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the United States,,

France,, United Kingdom and U.S.S.R. have exchanged views with

the Secretary General of the United Nations on the settlement

of the Middle East conflict.

They agree to urge the parties to the conflict to an

extension of the stand-still cease-fire which will expire on

. . 5^ . November 1970; they agree^ at the same time^ to invite

Israel to undertake without further delay negotiations under

the aegis of Ambassador Jarring in order to reach an agreement

for the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East

They have reaffirmed the adherence of their governments

to the Security Council resolution of 22 November., 19̂ 7 j and

their determination to exert their efforts in order to promote

the implementation of all the provisions of the resolution.

They have particularly stressed the importance of the

implementation of two essential principles of the resolution:

the inadmissibility of territorial conquests by force and the

recognition of the right of every state to live in peace and

security within secure and recognized boundaries.

They have recognized that any agreement should also provide

for a solution to the basic problems which hav§ been at the

root of the conflict;
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They have stressed in this respect., the necessity to

find in accordance with the principles and the resolutions

of the United Nations, a just solution to the Palestinian problem

and to ensure the freedom of navigation for all in the Suez

Canal, the straits of Tiran and the gulf of Akaba.
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26 OCTOBER 1970

IfoTE FOR THE RECORD

The Secretary-General had a meeting with Mr. Diallo Telli,
Secretary-General of the OAU, Ambassador Sahnoun, Deputy
Secretary-General, Ambassador Thiam, the Representative of the
OAU to the United Nations, and his Chef de Cabinet,
I was also in attendance.

Mr. Diallo Telli expressed his pleasure at being able to
meet the Secretary-General to discuss in a friendly way our common
problems. He gave a detailed account of President Kaunda's mission,
involving visits to Rome, West Germany and London before coming to
New York and also to Paris after President Kaunda's visit to New
York. Mr. Diallo Telli intended to have a press conference in New
York when he would make known the outcome of these talks. However,
he wanted the Secretary-General to know that it had been agreed
that the OAU would prepare a. separate memorandum for each NATO country
and Japan, detailing the relations between that country and Portugal,
and that country and South Africa. In order to be able to prepare
these memoranda and for various other reasons, the OAU would much
appreciate the co-operation of the United Nations.

On the general question of UN-OAU co-operation, Mr. Diallo Telli
said that the resolutions adopted by the UN were good but there was
need for a concrete and practical mechanism to implement the
resolutions. They would appreciate it very much if the Secretary-
General would officially m ake Mr. Narasimhan responsible for
supervising, on the UN side, the co-operation with the OAU. On the
other side Ambassador Sahnoun would be in charge of relations with the
UN and Ambassador Thiam would be in touch with Mr. Narasimhan. The
Secretary-General accepted this proposal but suggested that this might
be included in the exchange of letters between himself and Mr. Diallo
Telli.

Mr. Diallo Telli then detailed the help that was needed rather
urgently by the OAU so that they might prepare a "White Book" on the
relations between NATO countries and Portugal and between the same
countries and South Africa. He also referred to the wish of the OAU
that the Secretary-General should assist in raising funds for non-
military purposes for the African Liberation Movement. In this
context also they required expert advice and assistance from the UN.

A..
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Mr. Diallo Telli then referred in specific terms to the
lack of co-operation on the part of certain officials in the UN.
While there was information coming from the PSCA and especially
Mr. Reddy, Mr. Chacko was not replying to letters from the OAU
Bureau of Refugees. Mr. Hamid had, in earlier discussions with
Ambassador Sahnoun, agreed to co-operate on broadcasts to South
Africa but had later gone back on the agreement. Mr. Gardiner
was willing to co-operate but the ex-colonials around him were
not friendly to the OAU. He also wanted to express his disappointment
with the Legal Counsel who did not seem to have much sympathy for
African aspirations. As for Mr. Djermakoye, they felt that he
should regard himself as a representative of all of Africa and not
just a part of it.

He also expressed his unhappiness with the Council for
Namibia and also uLth Mr. Hamid as the Commissioner for Namibia.
They were not working closely enough with the OAU.

Mr. Diallo Telli expressed his regrets to the Secretary-General
for not being able to inform him beforehand about the decision of
the African group to raise the question of the credentials of South
Africa. He also looked forward to receiving the Secretary-General
at the OAU Conference of Heads of State and Heads of Government to
be held in the first half of June 1971 in Uganda.

He also requested the Secretary-General's co-operation in
assuring better conditions for the OAU office in New York. It seemed
to him that the negative attitude of the US on this question was due
to unhappiness about the strong resolutions on the Middle East adopted
both by the OAU in September in Addis and later at the Non-Aligned
Conference in Lusaka.

Mr. Diallo Telli ended by expressing his gratitude to the
Secretary-General for all the co-operation and assistance extended
to the OAU over the years. He hoped that with the new arrangements
for practical co-operation which would be instituted by the exchange
of letters between himself and the Secretary-General, there would be
even closer co-operation between the UN and OAU Secretariats in the
future. The Secretary-General endorsed these sentiments.

C.V. Narasimhan

cc: The Secretary-General



27 October 1970
RdeB/ksn

Note for the Secretary-General:

On 19 October, the Chinese Press Agency published a new

statement made by Prince Sihanouk on the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the United Nations which is different from the declaration

circulated by Albania a few weeks ago. It is interesting to note

that the Chinese agency, in the caption, says that the statement

"exposes and denounces the crimes committed by the United Nations

under the manipulation of U.S. imperialism. It /"the statement_7

pointed out that the United Nations has become an accomplice of

the U.S. imperialists ..."

This four-page statement contains a number of accusations

against the United Nations. I am attaching the excerpts concerning

the Secretary-General.

~ /

Ren£ de Branche
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HO%E FOB 3SE BEGQig?

At the Secretary-General *s dinner for the Foreign Ministers of
the big four countries on 23 Oatober 1970, the Secretary-General raises
the question of the financial solvency of the Organization. He referred
to the arrears on account of BHEF and the Congo operations which still
remained unpaid by various Member States, approximately $21 million
on the TMEF account and over $10 million on the Congo account. In
addition, the arrears on account of Cyprus were close to $8.5 million.
Thus the total indebtedness of the Organization amounted to $39.5 million,
and voluntary contributions on an agreed basis to meet this deficit
would be very -welcome . $ha United Kingdom had already paid $10 million
as a voluntary contribution. What was now needed •was some similar
action on the part of the other three major powers. He did not wish
to press the matter further but felt that this financial problem should
be brought to the attention of the Foreign Ministers on this occasion,

After the dinner the Middle East question was discussed. The
Secretary-General recalled that he had given an undertaking to Secretary
Rogers that there would be no communique issued after the dinner.
However, he felt that if something could be agreed upon at the discussions
with the four Foreign Ministers it might have a good effect on the
debate on the Middle Baet question in the General Assembly. Of course,
the best thing would be to stop the debate in the General Assembly
by getting the talks with Ambassador Jarring going again.

Foreign Minister Schumann asked how this would be possible when
we were not even able to discuss the question of the Middle East.
Sir Alec said that it might be useful if the General Assembly reaffirmed
Resolution 2*4-2 of the Security Council.

Secretary Rogers agreed in regard to Resolution 2̂ 2. As he
saw it, the problem was how to get the position off dead -centre. Be
was continuing hie efforts in this regard and had had individual
talks with all the other Foreign Ministers present, Unfortunately,
he had no additional views to present at that time and he did not
see how any communique would help if it- was only to state divergent
positions which were already well known. However, he did not oppose
any discussion.

Secretary-General stated that it was agreed on all sides that
the ceasefire should be extended and an acrimonious debate avoided
in the General Assembly. Foreign Minister Riad had told him that they
would be glad to extend1 the ceasefire if serious talks were resumed
with Ambassador Jarring,
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Foreign Minister Grorayko said that there had been no progress
in three and a half yeare and there had be$n no withdrawal of
occupied territories. It was a dangerous situation. There were
two crucial points which were interlocked. One was the need for
withdrawal and the other was the establishment of peace by means
of a solemn agreement? endorsed by the Security Councilj with
t&e participation of the big four if neeeesary, An empty paper
on tfce subject of peace would not be notch use. This was the
substantive part of the problem. On the procedural side was the
question of getting tas Jarriag talks resumed. It would be a
pity if the four foreign Ministers could not find a solution
even to the procedural question,

The Secretary-Seneral eald that on the basis of the three
substantive proposals made by France, USA and the tJSSR, a common
denominator could be found and he would have attempted to find
one but for his position as Secretary-General. He felt thatihe
ceasefire should be extended and that the tt&R was ready to do so
if serious talks were seeumed. *£he question was how to reactivate
the Jarring talks, preferably before 5 Hovember.

Foreign Minister Schumann interjected and said that the
big four could not go on discussing the question forever. Public
opinion in his country was becoming fed up with discussions
leading nowhere,

Thereafter there was some discussion on the possibility of
the Secretary-General making a statement instead' of a communique
issued in the name of the four Foreign Ministers«

$here was considerable discussion about the content of
such a statement and finally an agreed text was put out as a
press release (SG/SM/1358 MEM/6̂  of 23 October 1970} the same night,

0, V. Sarasimhan
Ghef de Cabinet



SECRET

12 November 1970

THE SITUATION IN TEDS MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Malik of the Soviet Union saw me today and asked me if

Sir Colin Crowe had reported to me regarding the last meeting of the

Big Four held on 9 November at the residence of Sir Colin. I told him

that Sir Colin had reported to me on 11 November but there was nothing

of substance since it was not a productive meeting. I also told him

that I understood from Sir Colin Crowe that he had also directly

informed Ambassador Jarring of the meeting.

Ambassador Malik then told me that at that meeting he presented

a draft communique to be released at the end of the meeting. According

to him the French representative supported him and the British

representative's attitude was "comme si, comme ca". Ambassador Yost

was completely negative on the draft communique since in his (Yost) view

the Big Four should not impose anything on the parties concerned. So

in the absence of agreement the communique was not released at the end

of the meeting. He left with me a copy of the text for my information.

Regarding the question of guidelines, both the French and British

representatives were in agreement with the Soviet representative, but the

United States representative was non-committal. Ambassador Yost also

stated that the General Assembly resolution adopted the previous week

was a hindrance to Ambassador Jarring's search for peace. The United States

representative was also completely negative on the resumption of the

deputies meeting. Three others were in favour of resumption. The next

meeting is set for Monday, 23 November, at the residence of

Ambassador Yost.



USSR DRAFT

At their consultative meeting on November 9, 1S70

the Representatives of the Four Powers exchanged views

about desirability of resuming mission of Ambassador

Jarring, the Special Representative of the UN Secretary-

General in the Middle East, and agreed that it is expedient

to resume this mission not later than November 15, 1970.

They have also agreed that the working group

of Deputy Permanent Representatives resume its work,

The next consultative meeting of the four

representatives will be held on November 18, 1970.
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18 November 1970

Excellency,
i

With reference to your letter of today in which you inform
me of your imminent return to your post in Moscow, I note with
appreciation your reference to the readiness of the United Arab
Republic to cooperate fully''with you.

I wish to emphasize that, conscious of its obligations
under the Charter and in abiding by the Security Council.resolution
242 (19̂ 7), the United Arab Republic has for the last three years
consistently cooperated, with you, in the sincere hope that you
vail successfully achieve the targets entrusted, by the Secretary
General, to you in accordance with the aforementioned resolution.

Since.my Government designated me last AuguSt to enter into
discussions with you, I have during several meetings restated my
Government's belief in a lasting peace based, on the faithful imple-
mentation of the aforementioned. Security Council resolution in all
its pa,rts and consequently the restoration of all Arab lands
occupied by Israel since June 5, 1967, as well as ending the injus-
tices inflictê  so far on the -''-rab people of Palestine.

I am sure that Your Excellency's report to the Secretary
General on your mission which would be transmitted ly him to the
SecuFityvCo'uricil brfore January 5, 1971, will be of great benefit
to the members of the Security Council and would assist them in
taking whatever steps they may deem necessary in carrying out
the responsibility entrusted, to them by the Charter.

Please accept, ̂ ir, the assurances of our highest consideration.
V,

5ohamed H. El-Zayyat

His Excellency Ambassador
Gunnar Jarring

Special Representative of the Secretary-General
United Nations, New York 10017

, . •



Notes of meeting held in the Secretary-General1s office on
23 November 1970 at 5:^5 p.m.

Present; The Secretary-General
Ambassador Yost
Ralph J. Bunche

Ambassador Yost, reporting on the meeting of the Four Powers on this

date, stated that there had been only two matters discussed and the meeting

was in general unproductive.

Ambassador Malik, he said, had urged that a deadline of the week of

December 1st be announced by the Four Powers for the resumption of talks

with Jarring. However, he received no support for such a move. He was

disappointed at this result and said finally that he could see little point

in the Four Powers meeting at all if they were not disposed to do anything.

Yost said that the US position was that the Israelis should return to

the talks as soon as possible and the US was urging them to do so. The US

did not believe, however, that it would be helpful for the Four Powers to

issue what in effect would be an ultimatum. This the US thought would

produce only a negative reaction from Israel.

The French Representative urged that the Four Powers undertake

consideration of the matter of guarantees. There was favourable reaction

to this in principle on the part of the Four and the Representatives will

consult their Governments about it.

The next Four Power meeting is scheduled for two weeks from

November 23rd.



2 Dec 'TO

TO: THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

For your file.

Pouched to Jarring via

Stockholm today, 2 December.
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1970

Dear Gunnar,

janeboL tfcs enclosed to me $mt after lunch today,

2 Baeesiber, Tekoah called parfciculaply to sgr

attention references to Jcs€aa aM Leteaoa.

fialph 3. Buacbe

His Escel3jeney
Mr. Sunrar
Miijistry of Poreiga Affairs
StocMiolm



PERMANENT

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

15 EAST 7OTH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10021

TRAFALGAR 9-3611

Dear Ralph,

2 December 1970

I am enclosing a message from Mr. Abba Eban, the
Minister for Foreign Affairs to Ambassador Gunnar Jarring.

I,would appreciate if you could transmit it to
Ambassador Jarring.

Sincerely,

Yose/f^TS'koah
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations

Mr. Ralph J. Bunche
Under-Secretary-General
United Nations, New York



1 December 1970

t
Dear Ambassador Jarring,

I have received your letter of 18 November 1970 in which you
invite the Government of Israel to participate in discussions under your
auspices for the purpose of reaching agreement on the establishment of
a just and lasting peace in accordance with Security Council resolution
242 (1967). I note your assurance in reply to my comments on General
Assembly resolution 2628 (XXV) that you are proceeding on the basis that
there is no change in your mandate, which you continue to regard as
having been defined in Security Council resolution 242.

On 6 August 1970 Ambassador Tekoah conveyed to you Israel's
position on the "United States peace initiative. This communication
remains valid as the expression of Israel's policy. Concerning the
discussions which we have agreed to hold under your auspices, I also
draw attention to the Israel Government's decision of 6 September 1970
which was conveyed to you by Ambassador Tekoah.

On 22 November 1970 the Government of Israel adopted and published
the following decision:

"The Government will act in accordance with the policy expressed
in the Prime Minister's statement to the Knesset on 16 November 1970,
for the creation of conditions which will justify implementation of the
Government's resolution of 4 August 1970 which was approved by the
Knesset — concerning tie holding of talks under the auspices of
Ambassador Jarring including consolidation and extension of the cease-fire
agreement with the aim of progressing from a cease-fire to a complete end
to the war and to lasting peace."

i
We are now holding discussions on the creation of conditions which

would justify a decision by the Government of Israel to hold talks with the
United Arab Republic under your auspices, in accordance with our decision
of 4 August 1970 conveyed to you by Ambassador Tekoah on '6 August. I
shall keep you in touch with developments on this matter as they arise.
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We have publicly announced that we are ready for discussions
with Jordan whose Government has informed you on its continued willingness
to participate in such talks.

We are also willing to hold discussions on the establishment of
permanent peace with Lebanon which has announced its adherence to
Security Council resolution 242.

Yours sincerely,

/s/ Abba Eban



SECRET

25 December 1970

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Ambassador Malik of the Soviet Union saw me today and reported

to me on the meeting of the Big Four which took place at the

Soviet Mission yesterday. The summary of the report is as follows:

Malik began the discussion with a strong plea to the three other

Representatives on the need for the Big Four to come out with a public

appeal to the parties concerned to resume their discussions with

Ambassador Jarring immediately and he also argued for the need of a

definite deadline to be set for the resumption of such discussions.

He also suggested the revival of the meeting of deputy representatives

of the Big Four to draft a substantive communique as originally

intended. He also brought up the idea of the need of the Big Four

representatives to start discussions on the matter of guarantees

once Security Council resolution 2̂ 4-2 is implemented. The Soviet

Government would be ready to discuss any formulation regarding

guarantees for the preservation of peace in the Middle East.

The French Representative (de la Gorce) supported Ambassador Malik

on the need for the Big Four to make a joint public appeal to the parties

for the immediate resumption of talks with Ambassador Jarring, for the

reactivation of the deputies meeting to draft a substantive communique

as originally intended and the need for the Big Four to start

discussions regarding guarantees.

Ambassador Yost of the United States stated that his Government

did not consider that a joint appeal by the Big Four would have the

desired effect. He was afraid it might possibly have the contrary

•effect. His Government also did not think that the reactivation of the

deputies meeting at this stage would serve any useful purpose. As

regards the question of guarantees, Ambassador Yost considers that the

matter should be taken up only in the light of Ambassador Jarring's

report which is due in early January and the developments after the

submission of that report by the Secretary-General to the Security Council.



Ambassador Malik - 2 - 23 December 1970

In the view of the United States Government, the Big Four should not

attempt to draw up any appeal or guidelines which might damage the

individual efforts of some of the Big Four for the resumption of

talks by the parties with Ambassador Jarring.

Ambassador Frederick Warner of the United Kingdom also stated

that his Government was doing its best to bring about a very early

resumption of talks by the parties with Ambassador Jarring, and

his Prime Minister, in the course of his recent visit to Washington,

put out a joint statement with President Nixon to that effect. He also

thinks that it is rather early for the Big Four to discuss the matter

of guarantees and he agrees with Ambassador Yost that the Big Four

should follow the developments and decide on the line of action based

on such developments.

According to Ambassador Malik, after a rather heated exchange

between him and Ambassador Yost the meeting was adjourned until

Wednesday, 6 January.



PERMANENT
REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

15 EAST 7OTH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 1OO21

TRAFALGAR 9-3611
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25 December 1970

Excellency,

I am instructed by His Excellency the Minister for
Foreign Affairs to forward you the following urgent message:

"Excellency,
I approach Your Excellency urgently with regard to

the supreme humanitarian issue of the trial which has taken
place in Leningrad/, U.S.S.R. , of nine Soviet Jews and two
non-Jews on the charge of having planned to hijack an aircraft
with the purpose of reaching Israel.

As you are no doubt aware> two of the accused,
both Jews, have been sentenced to death by firing-squad and
heavy terms of punishment have been imposed on the others.
The charges, as well as the nature and the conduct of the
trial, are offensive to elementary principles of justice and
humanity. The trial was conducted behind closed doors
and all efforts to have unprejudiced juridical observers
attend the proceedings were thwarted.

The heavy sentences are nothing short of brutal.
In the name of humanity I request your assistance in a supreme
attempt to prevent, above all, the execution of these two men,
Dimshitz and Kutznetsov> by means of an intervention on your
part, in any way and through any channel that you might
consider effective.

His Excellency
U Thant
The Secretary-General of the United Nations
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Since the death sentences may be carried out within
the very next few days I hope that you may see your way to take
action with the utmost urgency.

With best wishes for the New Year and highest
esteem.

Abba Eban"

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my hi(_
consideration. / ^ \ / MSM*********

^tf-tf

tf*^3

Shabtai Rosenne
Acting Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations
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RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED

His Excellency
U Thant
Secretary-General of the United Nations

VERY URGENT



PERMANENT

REPRESENTATIVE OF ISRAEL

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

15 EAST 7OTH STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 1OO21

TRAFALGAR 9-3611

25 December 1970

Excellency,

I am instructed by His Excellency the Minister for
Foreign Affairs to forward you the following urgent message:

"Excellency,
I approach Your Excellency urgently with regard to

the supreme humanitarian issue of the trial which has taken
place in Leningrad, U .S .S .R . , of nine Soviet Jews and two
non-Jews on the charge of having planned to hijack an aircraft
with the purpose of reaching Israel.

As you are no doubt aware., two of the accused,
both Jews, have been sentenced to death by firing-squad and
heavy terms of punishment have been imposed on the others.
The charges, as well as the nature and the conduct of the
trial, are offensive to elementary principles of justice and
humanity. The trial was conducted behind closed doors
and all efforts to have unprejudiced juridical observers
attend the proceedings were thwarted.

The heavy sentences are nothing short of brutal.
In the name of humanity I request your assistance in a supreme
attempt to prevent, above all, the execution of these two men,
Dimshitz and Kutznetsov> by means of an intervention on your
part, in any way and through any channel that you might
consider effective.

His Excellency
U Thant
The Secretary-General of the United Nations
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Since the death sentences may be carried out within
the very next few days I hope that you may see your way to take
action with the utmost urgency.

With best wishes for the New Year and highest
esteem.

Abba Eban"

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration. /*

/•£_-,*/
/•

Shabtai Rosenne **•"•'"
Acting Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

COHFIDEHTIAL 26 December 1970

Dear Mr. Ambassador,

I enclose herewith a copy of a message from Mr. Abba Eban,

Minister for Foreign Affairs of Israel, transmitted to me by

Ambassador Shabtai Rosenne, Acting Permanent Representative of

Israel to the United Nations. The message speaks for itself.

In forwarding this message to you, I want to make it perfectly

clear that it is far from my intention to interfere in the

internal affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on

matters which are within the constitutional jurisdiction of the

U.S.S.R. My motivation in exercising my good offices in this

matter is purely humanitarian and I am sure you are fully aware

of my strong conviction in the sacredness of life. I would

highly appreciate receiving any message the Government of the

U.S.S.R. might wish to communicate to me in response to this

letter. Since the matter is urgent I hope that you will be good

enough to transmit this message to your Government as soon as

possible.

With best wishes for the Hew Year and highest consideration.

U Thant
Secretary-General

His Excellency
Mr. Yakov Aleksandrovich Malik
Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to the United Nations

156 East 6?th Street
Hew York, N.Y. 10021
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25 December 1970

Excellency,

I am instructed by His Excellency the Minister for
Foreign Affairs to forward you the following urgent message:

"Excellency,
I approach Your Excellency urgently with regard to

the supreme humanitarian issue of the trial which has taken
place in Leningrad, U.S .S .R. , of nine Soviet Jews and two
non-Jews on the charge of having planned to hijack an aircraft
with the purpose of reaching Israel.

As you are no doubt aware> two of the accused,
both Jews, have been sentenced to death by firing-squad and
heavy terms of punishment have been imposed on the others.
The charges, as well as the nature and the conduct of the
trial, are offensive to elementary principles of justice and
humanity. The trial was conducted behind closed doors
and all efforts to have unprejudiced juridical observers
attend the proceedings were thwarted.

The heavy sentences are nothing short of brutal.
In the name of humanity I request your assistance in a supreme
attempt to prevent, above all, the execution of these two men,
Dimshitz and Kutznetsov/ by means of an intervention on your
part, in any way and through any channel that you might
consider effective.

His Excellency
U Thant
The Secretary-General of the United Nations
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Since the death sentences may be carried out within
the very next few days I hope that you may see your way to take
action with the utmost urgency.

With best wishes for the New Year and highest
esteem.

Abba Eban"

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highes-t'
consideration. f f \

it tM~- ' \ /,£>*/ I—-.,, SttSir ' *W,,.«v-,,r

s ' ••

Shabtai Rosenne <w~"
Acting Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations

1



SECRET

30 December 1970

LENINGRAD TRIALS

Ambassador Malik saw me today and explained to me some parts

of the constitution of the Soviet Union pertaining to crimes committed

against the State. In regard to the particular case of the eleven

accused convicted in Leningrad for the attempted hijacking of a plane,

he recalled the General Assembly resolution on hijacking which was

adopted unanimously. He said the decision of the Lenin Code was

in strict accordance with the provision of that resolution.

His Mission in New York received many petitions and appeals

regarding this case and since all these appeals and petitions are

prompted by "Zionists", he refused to accept any of them. He has

instructions not to accept any petition or communication from any

individual or organization relating to "Zionist" activities. He

said that only yesterday the Permanent Representative of Guatemala

came to see him and orally conveyed his President's request to the

Soviet Government to show clemency to the sentenced "criminals" in

Leningrad. Malik refused to transmit the appeal and explained to

the Guatemalan Representative that he would not transmit any message

to his Government pertaining to "Zionist" activities.

He then said that the Secretary-General would understand why he

had to return his confidential letter dated 26 December 1970- He

understands the purely humanitarian motivation of the Secretary-General

in writing that letter to him, but his Government considers that

wide-spread demonstrations against the conviction of eleven people

in Leningrad were prompted by "Zionists".

I told him that I had very clearly stated in my letter that my

appeal was purely prompted by my strong conviction'in the sacredness

of life and for no other reason. He said he understood my motivation,

but he wanted me to understand why the letter was returned to me on

the same day.

(From this conversation I got the impression that he must have

zeroxed my letter and transmitted it to Moscow, and he was instructed

by Moscow to come and explain to me personally.)



Ambassador Malik - 2 - 50 December 1970

On Saturday, 27 December 1970, Ambassador Max Finger of the

United States saw me and gave me confidentially a copy of the message

sent by Secretary of State Rogers to Foreign Minister Gromyko

through the United States Ambassador in Moscow. Max Finger asked

me whether I had exercised my good offices relating to the Leningrad

trials. I replied to him in general terms that I had. I did not

disclose the despatch of my letter to Ambassador Malik and its

return to me on the same day on 26 December.
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ho newyork copy henson geneva from vanbel Linghen a in this

afternoon?s le moncfe (dated 19 february) is published Long

interview granted by president nasser to Le tnondefs speciaL

correspondent in cairo, eric rouLeaiu this interview spreads

page one and page

p2

two of paper whiLe editoriaL aLso devoted to it, first page

t i tLe: quote reject ing irnpLicitLy mrs golda meir?s conditions

para aye Lasting peace is possibLe if Israel para evacuates

occupied arab territories para accepts set t lement of re fugee

problem para 'president nasser declared to us unguote, fo l lowing

is except from president



' '-nasser's statement published frontpage; quote believe me, no

'< egyptian wants war for the sake of war ( « « « ) eye did not want.

either to start war in 1967. and th,e Israeli leaders know it
'$>/

perfectly* eye did not intend to close gulf _of_jLkalia.- to Israeli

ships* eye did not request from

mr9 thant the withdrawal of uuunnn troops from gaza and

sharrn-el-sheikh, commanding entrance to the gulf, but only from

part of the border from rafah to eilat. however, the uuunnn

secgen5 upon the advice of aye high-ranking official of the

organizationf of american nationality, decided to recall

p5

all of the blue helmets so putting me under the obligation of

sending back egyptian forces to sharm-el-sheikh and establishing

aye blockade,* thuss we fell into the trap that was set for us

unquot\es para at the beginning of the article, Le monde writes:

quote it will be
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. possible to establish, aye Lasting peace between Israel and the
f i

.. _ arab countries, without excluding economic and diplomatic

relationss when 'aye satisfactory solution intervenes for the

only two problems which cause the present conflict^ - the

.occupied territories and the Palestinian refugees: this is the/
' 'prospect which results from the interview that

P7/33

president nasser kindly granted to us unquote* para editorial

says that the real interest of president nasser^s statement

quote"is to be found in its great moderation unquote« para

airmailing full text=

parqmnipress=,

col 118 44 19 1967

correction numbers 2 and J above

p2 line 6 group 2 pis read ^excerpt*'
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